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WILL BE CRUCIAL GAME
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TRYING THE U. S. S. PORTLAND

Federal Building In New York
‘ ............
Will Be 31 Stories and of Rockland High Sledding Easily Thus Far, May Strike a New Cruiser Kicking Up Spray On Rockland Course
Granite, Mind You
Bare Spot At Thomaston
Today—Here For a Week

A picture of the proposed 31-story I
The new United States Navy | There ts also on board Capt. Herbert
New York Court House, which the
Two outstanding feats were acconi- effective shooting of Miss Feylcr, who
government finally decided to build | plished in the Knox and Lincoln turned in a fine shooting exhibition Cruiser Portland, named in honor of ! Leary, U S.N., who is to command the
of granite instead of limestone, shows j,
periences Far North last summer.
the past week which fur- and coasted home a winner without . Lhe Maine metropolis, dropped anchor new 10.000 ton cruiser when it goes in
» very impressive structure — as'
She Is a lecturer and author, memcommission about two months hence
might
be
guessed
from
the
fact
that
n
i-"hed
basketball
fans with plenty of much difficulty.
her or national and International soout near the Breakwater shortly betrU1
dlrcctlon ,jf
Three
non-league
games
were
it
will
cost
almost
$6,000,000.
cxcilcmcnt
as
well
as
making
the
task
*
Whatever is worth doing at all ♦ cletles like the Geographical. and
fore
6
o'clock
last
night,
and
bright
the
Board
of
Inspection
and
Survey,
Describing
the
new
Federal
Court
played
during
the
past
week
and
ol selecting a winner more difficult
♦ Is worth doing well.—Lord Ches- ♦ most charming. She will be a guest,
House, which will be located between than ever. The features were turned twice the teams of this section were end early this morning was speeding lhe members of which came down on
■» terfleid
«. j together with the governor's wife,
the Municipal Building and the
Mrs. Louis J. Brann. at the presi
Although up and down the Rockland trial lhe craft.
County Court House. Cass Gilbert, tr. by the Rockland High girls' team returned the winners.
dent's banquet Thursday night at the
The Portland is the second of the
Rockport
took
a
bad
beating
from course in the performance of her
architect
for
the
new
building,
said
which
staged
a
brilliant
rally
in
the
Augusta House.
15 light naval cruisers authorized by
every effort had been made in de last period to overcome a 12-point Castine Normal School at Castine, the 1 rlandardlzation trial.
Each club president will be given
signing the structure to have It “tie
two minutes to talk on adventures In
Capt Joseph I. Kemp is officiating the Navy Department within th" last
Gocre River machine came back Fri
ONE YEAR AGO
in esthetically with the other build lead and defeat a favored Camden
club work Friday forenoon depart- !
in his usual role of navigating officer, tew years. She is said to have cast
day
evening
to
avenge
a
defeat
ot
two
High
sextet
by
a
40
to
38
margin,
ings
in
the
civic
center."
ment chairmen only will report, not I
The building, according to Mr. Gil while the Thomaston High boys' weeks ago by lacing the Boothbay Chief Engineer Warren Nott is in $10,000,000.
From the files of The Courler-Oa- division leaders. Ftriday afternoon
The ship is expected to be here for
bert, will be “about thirty-one quintet forced the supposedly strong Harbor outfit by a 45 to 30 score. charge of tlie engineers, and the Fore
the session will open with the dis- 1
zette we learn that—
stories high" and will occupy 47,000
trict
directors
given
hearing,
fol

the
remainder of the week, making
River
Company
is
represented
by
a
Collamore.
Snow
and
Payson
were
Lincoln
Academy
club
to
succumb
be

Selling lobsters at 14 cents a pound lowed by the Stafford address.
When the Maine Legislature recon square feet of land.
the big noises for Rockport while number of its high officials. Including Rockland the base for her endurance
and paying approximately 20 cents a
fore
a
33
to
27
score.
venes
this
afternoon
the
fight
RepreJudges'
quarters
will
be
above
all
For the close, the clubwomen will
pound for the privilege of catching be privileged to go to the Blaine sentatlve Scates of Westbrook has the courts, where “nebody can get at
The present standing of the league ItOwc was the Boothbay Harbor lead Harry E. Gould, the general manager. and economy tests at sea.
them gets the fishermen nowhere. mansion for tea. when Mrs. Brann
them." Mr. Gilbert said. The tower finds both Rockland High aggrega er. The Rockport team missed nu
been
waging
against
the
Maine
De

Commissioner Crie was telling them. will act as hostess to the Federation
will house the law library. A large
velopment Commission's "too much room will be provided for the Jury tions roosted in the sunberth positions merous opportunities to score at
He advocated meeting Canadian for the first time.
competition with a tariff.
Mrs. A. E. Chittenden expects to use of its appropriation of 875,000 for pool, according to the architect, and oi their respective divisions, and in Boothbay and after losing Collamori
Lawrence Portland Cement Company meet with the by-law revision com overhead and not enough for legiti Its furnishings will be an Innovation dications point to clear sailing (or the via the foul route, the Knox County
had manufactured 900.000 barrels of mittee Thursday, but no vote on the mate advertising," will reaan the law in court houses. The room will locals. In the games at Camden the quintet was never in the running.
Some Gossip Concerning the Lame Ducks and the Men
be equipped with telephones and
cement during the year at the Thom bylaws will be taken at this session.
tn the form of a bill drawn by desks, so that jurors may conduct past week the Rockland teams looked The final score wan 73 to 37.
aston plant.
With low railroad rates, a large at makers
Who Will Succeed Them
Scates that would do away with the their private business while await very impressive, and the feminine
The Curtis yacht Lyndonia, wiUi tendance is expected.
commission and substitute a board of ing a call to duty.
Rockland
High
also
got
revenge
for
|
cluster proved that it couid come from
Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus H. K. Curtis on
State publicity trustees.
MAINE'S DRY BILL
behind if necessary. The Orange and a defeat received earlier In the sea
board, arrived at Btscayne Bay, Fla
Although written by Scates. minor
Chiefs of Maine Democracy will disposition of busts of George Wash
when it outclassed the Crosby
A family dinner party was given in
ity House floor leader, the bill will be forbid the presence of automobiles on Black lassies were led throughout the son
... . .
. „„ share in the brilliant ceremony mark- ington which were given to the Rep
Federal
enforcement
or
ptbhitahonor of Frank D. Lamb's 80th birth inal|jplra(,10n of Franklin D. resentatives of Congress during the
entire fracas until late in the fourth High team of Belfast by a 35 to 30 ]nR
tion In New England In the fiscal Introduced In the Senate, he said, but Its sacred soil.
day.
The proposition is one about which quarter when Rose Flanagan went on crore. The Lime City dropped a duel Roosevelt March 4. says a Washing- bi-centennial
celebration
Tlie
! year 1932 cost the government did not explain why.
The board of trustees would con the town cannot seem to make up its
Freeman Hamilton died at his home $567,188 The cost in Maine wa»
statutes won't be easy to pack tn case
, to the Belfast club on the local lloor ton Associated Press despatch,
a
shoe
ting
spree
to
Inspire
the
locals
on Jefferson street, aged 77 years.
i three weeks ago and the victory at i The committee will direct the state representatives want to keep them as
896.583. The per capita cost in this, sist. .under..Scates'
_ measure,
„ of seven, mind. Last fall a town meeting was
j j
part in the inaugural ball and parade a souvenir.
_
state was $12.87. One hundred and 1 members, the Governor. Secretary of held and a vote passed to admit the and led them to a well earned vic
Belfast Wednesday came as a sur- I whlch will mark thc opening o( DcThe office of Representative Becdy
Frances debt payment was a franc fifty-two offenders In Maine received ' Agriculture, president of the State of hated Juggernauts to the island A tory.
Maine
Publicity
Bureau,
executive
•
»
•
•
!
prise.
The
fact
that
Coach
Joiin
mccracy after 12 years of Republican ] of Portland has assumed the
short time ago another meeting was
failure.—Winston-Salem Journal
(sentences.
| secretary of the Associated Industries held and the action previously taken
The Megunticook damsels held th- Durrells outfit has rapidly improved ruling. Oovernor Brann and other semblance of army headquarters durof Maine, commissioner of Inland reversed.
clearly shown and If the Rock- ; Party leaders have beenextended tn- lng the last ten years. Beedy Is one
ruling
hand throughout the first three was
j Fisheries and Game, a member of tlie
, .
.... ,
..
vita tions to attend.
of the leaders In the movement to
Now the motor car contingent has
Matne.g lWQ new
repre.____________
______________
| newspaper profession, and a member moved on the Legislature to advocate cantos due to the fact that the Cam- land outfit keeps up the pace ai
restore the appropriations
for the
j of the political party casting the next repeal. The opposition is there too. otn centersweregetting
thetip-oft which it has been travelling the past sentatives, Edward C.MoranJr., and citizen's military training camp and
largest number of votes for Governor represented by Hodgdon C. Buzzell, aU of thetime and thelocals cou'.d 1 two weeks u should have little diffl- J G Utterback will not be sworn in high army officers by the dozen have
in the last gubernatorial election.
the inauguration day. The cere- held conferences with him. ft is not
of Belfast, former president of the
anolher on
Yes, sir, they're going to have one at the
Tlie sum of $75,000 a year would be Senate. Representative Roy L. Fern- not erect a defence to halt it. Trail- culty in blastin« lu
mony is postponed until the House | unusual to see a general, a colonel
lng
by
an
8
to
7
score
at
the
end
ot
K™
“
d
Llncoln
championship
appropriated. $62,000 of which would ald. as one of the Waldo delegation
meets for the first time. Utterback ’ and a major in earnest conversation
i be used exclusively for advertising, has been Interesting himself In the the first period. 19 to 16 at half time Th' £corin« wafi nearly evetUy dlvlded probably will be seated only tern- around his desk.
and preparation and dissemination of matter, with a view to having the and 32 to 20 at the three quarter between Prohock- Pchicane and Frec- porarily if the Republican opponent
Representative-elect Moran be| publicity matter. For such other town get what it wants, but he says
i man who accounted for 29 of the former Governor Brewster files a con- Veved there is nothing like getting a
mark,
the
locals
put
their
machine
in
CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE
. publicity as the trustees deemed ad- he is taking no sides.
te.st
running start on a new job. He 1s
free wheeling and compiled 20 points RockIand team's points while Maisei
I visable $5000 would be made availWhile the Democrats will prepare one of the few members of Congress
• • • •
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY, JANUARY 26-27
’ able. The trustees would be allowed
in the final canto while holding the and French led
Belfast club
to install themselves In control of the who have settled in Washington but
The Grangers Organize
only actual expenses when on official
edmlnistration moving day Is ap Moran is finding foresight valuable
Forty-five in cast, 50 beautiful costumes. Tickets 45
home
club
to
six
markers
The
Lime
:
Therc
wU1
**
P
tenty
of
aclion
on
Thirty-five members of the Grange
; business, and fhc secretary of the
proaching for thc large number of In acquiring an understanding of the
cents, now being reserved at Camden Drug Co.
i board may be granted a salary of $100 met for organization Wednesday City girls came within four points lhe varlous ««lrU the comln« week outgoing Republicans. In the group routine.
01
knotting
the
count
.soon
after
th
!
wilh
four
lea
«
ue
ga
^
r
'
s
on
thc
achcd
’
right electing Rep. George F. Ashby
I a year.
are three Maine representatives.
When the session actually starts
Camdcn-Rockport Lions Club will devote proceeds
• • • •
of Fort Fairfield president and Rep laxt period had begun, but the Red ule Tonight Camden will meet Rock - Nelson. Snow and Partridge
he will be several Jumps ahead of the
The first committee report of tlie Roy L. Fernald of Winterport, secre and Gray lassies then dropped in two |port at Rockport; Rockland plays
to charity
The government supplied the re majority of his colleagues.
Legislature came last week when the tary.
Of the 200 odd men in thc Repre
Thomaston at Thomaston on Wed tiring representatives with sizable
field
goals
and
the
situation
looked
Meetings to be held every night this
legal Affair: committee reported fa
trunks which will hold their books sentative House Chambers, Repre
nesday
while
on
Friday
night
Lincoln
vorably on two unopposed measures winter in the judiciary room will be exceedingly bad for Rockland How
and personal documents. Some mm sentative Nelson of Augustta Is usual
empowering Hancock County to build open to members of the Grange In ever. with Korpinen playing a bang- Academy Journeys to Rockport and I have started to pack already but thc ly distinguishable by a fresh red car
a road connecting with the $4.000.000 and about Augusta and to members up game at her guard position to stop Thomaston meets Camden at Cam Maine representatives expect to keep nation which daily is slipped into his
Rockefeller highway on Mt Desert of the Legislature who are Orange
den. Rockland will also see action their offices in working order until lapel. Two or three of the Demo
I and to borrow money for its construc- members. The speakers were State nearly every offensive attack that Friday as it will entertain the Bliss thc last minute.
cratic representatives wf-ar carnatiom
EFFECTIVE JANUARY 13
! tion. The Senate passed both bills Ma-ter Harry Crawford and Frank Camden launched. Rose Flanagan j
One problem they will have is the but no other representative does
A Potter of Bangor.
to be engrossed
cank three successive baskets to put I Business College five in a game tha:
The week saw introduction of more
• • » •
Rockland back in the game and with promises to furnish a great deal of
BLUEBERRY OUTLOOK
A POETRY CONTEST
! bills and their reference to commit
The Kitchen Bill
the score very nearly tied thc Y. M i data for the leading contender for ]
tees chief among them being meas
|
the
pennant
The
Bliss
quintet
was
1
~
»- c
i
Senator Kitchen of Aroostook, au C. A. gym was In a bedlam of noise
ures to regulate billboards, create
commissions on taxation and medical thor of the highway bill which pro and excitement. Korpinen then com I knccked off by Lincoln Academy two j Down Washington County Which Will Give An Lxceleducation, reduce the minimum poses the elimination of all direct mitted her disqualifying foul and weeks ago and the comparative score
Way They Appear To Be
lent Chance For Knox
length of lobsters from 10 % to nine taxes for highway construction upon
Should
determine
the
strength
of
the
Highly
Optimistic
'
County
Talent
Thomas,
Camden
forward,
made
go
i
which
there
will
be
a
hearing
before
inches, and submit to the voters the
a r
tj
____
the ways and bridges committee to her attempt to drop the pelle two cluhs to a certain extent. The ]
question
of
repeal
or
retention
of
the
“Every Mile a Smile—Most Direct Route to Boston"
morrow,
told
a
reporter
that
he
exRockland-Thomaston
game
Wednessubject
of
blueberries
ts
alRules
for
the
1933 poetry contest
State's liquor prohibitory laws.
through the hoop to give Camden a
, .
,
day and the Lincoln-Rockport fray ! ways of Interest to Knox County, for Maine, under thc auspices of the
Coaches Leave Rockland 7.30 A. M. Daily Except Sunday
On Thursday the first test of pccted his measure, with possible _
1 strength between organizations for minor modifications, would be report- Hvee-point margin Robinson. Rock j on Friday will furnish the best ex- i where they are raised by the ton Maine Federation of Women's Clubs.
Arrive Boston 2.15 P. M.
and against prohibition was scheduled ed by a majority of the committee j land forward, retaliated with a free |I hi bitions as far as the league games ' Here is a despatch from Machias:
Coaches Leave Rockland 5.00 P. M. Arrive Boston 11.30 P. M.
department of literature, are anover the Audctte bill. The measure, and he had every confidence that it throw and then Flanagan dropped in
• * * *
nounced:
Coaches Arrive In Rockland from Boston 453 P. M. and 1.00 A. M
sponsored by Audette of Lewiston, 1 would receive passage
a pretty side shot that zipped through are concerned this week and large
"In my bill,' said the Senator "I did
gatherings are expected to be on hand
would legalize the manufacture and
"The intimation sometimes heard
In order to stimulate interest In
the
uprights
to
tie
the
count
at
38
sale of beer in Maine, subject to local ] not propose repeal of the mill tax law
at both of these games.
that last years development In the poetry In Maine and the writing of
all.
With
the
game
rapidly
drawing
but
simply
that
it
be
suspended
for
a
I option and municipal license fee. II
blueberry business
which
took
• • • •
Fare to Boston: One way $5.00. Round trip $9.00
thousands of bushels of fresh stock poetry by residenUs of Maine, thc
authorizes an alcoholic content not pet tod or two years. At thc expira - to a close Robinson completed a long
As
the
games
continue
lo
be
played
from Washington County, might etatP Federation Board has approprlgreater than that which Congress t:on of that time it would again be forward pass from one of her guards
Fare to New York: One way $7.00. Round trip 13.00
the task of selecting a winner be rcact unfavorably to the canners. is ated $25 for prizes lor poems, the
come valid and if conditions warrant1 may stipulate.
and
after
a
couple
of
attempts
to
• • • •
come. very difficult, also perplexing, not taken seriously by either packers awards to be made Literature Day at
[ ed be permitted to stand. Just now
' we are dealing with an emergency ) v-°rk the ball in for a clo-e shot as Lincoln Academy, th? favored team or growers in this section.
i _ , „ „__ _ . ....
An flesboro Hearing
"They point out that the most like- Bates Coll'«e ln May
rulfts'
Tickets May Be Purchased At
A large delegation from Islesboro j when we must adopt the most drastic finally let one loose from the foul liyp In the boys' division, was turned back
economies or face a considerably in that swished prettily through thc
ly development will be to steady the
This contest is open to all residents
was
at
the
State
House
last
week
Rockland—Thorndike Hotel, Main St.,
ty
Thomaston
wno
had
already
been
Tel. 620
supDly going to the canneries, and by :.t Maine, year round or summer,
called by the proposition to repeal creased tax rate. I don't believe that ribbons to give the local lassies their
Thomaston—McDonald’s Drug Store,
Tel. 3
the law which permits the town to we are warranted tn making any in third straight league victory of the stopped twice in league competition. means of several devices, some al-1 original poems in English and un
crease in taxes and the passage of
Thc almost entirely veteran Camden ready patented and others in process!
5tf
submitted
j this act is thc only way there is to season. The entire Camden team girls’ team also suffered defeat at of construction, to produce better . P'-bllshed
No restrictions are placed on subj avoid it.
played a stellar game, with the ccn- tlie hands of The Thomaston Lassie i grading of berri<».
"The elimination of the mill tax" tirs completely outclassing the local
“At present,with thc canned berry Ject or poetic form .the Maine themes
while the Rockland sextet proved It market fairly clear of stock, and thc are suggested as appropriate; and a
I the Senator continued “will suspend
talent.
Far
Rockland
Korpinen
was
j State aid road construction in which
self the leading contender for tin excellent reputation'gained last year maximum limit of 50 lines is set,
j very many of the towns will be un easily the defensive star of the game {,'adem by beating both Camden and when fresh berries were first put on which may be in one poem or more,
able to participate during the com v.hile Flanagan, Robinson and Macthe western market, things look en-I No manuscripts will be returned:
ing year. Such towns I don't believe Allister also were big assets to the Thomaston. These victories may qouraging for a good year for every type-written copy is preferred; and
ineun vrry little, however as one team body, not excepting the trucks which one side of paper only should be used
! should be taxed to pay for roads in
other municipalities that might b" Rockland cause.
Time limit for mailing, April 10.
now is as dangerous as another. Tht last year went as far as Philadelphia
with their cargoes. This has result 1933.
J more fortunate.”
league standing:
ed in creating more interest In blue
Senator Kitchen said that this las'
Each contestant must sign his work
In the masculine fracas Rockland
Boys’ Division
berries In localities where they were with an assumed name and enclose In
week he found many members in led all tlie way. but did not open up
PC. previously almost unknown.
Won Lost
favor of his bill who before had not
a sealed envelope his correct name
“The open weather haz resulted In and address.
u
1000
been. They had been home and | until the second half when It held Rockland
3
found that the people of their towns the Megunticook quintet to three free Camden
Two prizes are offered: $15. first;
I
.500 the harvesting of hay all through
1
December and into the present $10. second; with honorable mention
were in favor of the suspension of throws while collecting 21 points for Thomaston ........ 1
2
.33.1
We have in our annex some pieces of Second
month,
from
the
meadows,
to
be
used
State aid construction for the pres itself. The Orange and Black hooppossibilities. Judges will take Into
.000 in early spring burning. Berry iand consideration thought - content,
Lincoln Academy 0
1
ent." he said.
Hand Furniture that we will sell very low. It is in
sters were slow In getting started Rnr.k.nnrt ............. 0
owners,
while
regarding
the
condi

1
Scates of Westbrook, the minority
beauty of Imagery, and poetic form
good condition and clean.
tions of freezing and thawing rather The right to reject any or all poems
floor leader of the House said tha' after having played a hard game
Girls' Division
dubiously,
are
hoping
for
a
protec

similar reports of change of senti at Belfast Wednesday, but when they
Won Lust
PC. tive blanket of snow that will cover Is reserved.
Judges will be named by the State
ment had been coming to his ears.
1 Mohair Sofa, excellent condition................. $15.00
did get going Camden was left sadly RtxiklaJid ........... 3
0
1
000 thc roots of the bushes and leave Federation President.
There will of course be opposition In the rear. The locals' attack was
them
firmly
rooted
so
that
danger
of
1 Double Couch Bed and Mattress...................
6.00
1
667
Thomaston ........ 2
Violation of these rules disqualifies
to the measure and organized oppo
sition. the same coming from those led by Pellicane and Pictroski who Rockport ........... 0
.000 damaging the bushes in burning will any contestant.
1
1 Oak Dining Table.............................................. 7.00
be
averted.
”
Mrs. William F Schoppe, Auburn.
who are interested In one way or an scored 15 and 8 points, respectively, Lincoln Academy 0
non
1
Chairman dept. of Literature, M.
other in highway building.
while Freeman and Thomas turned in Camden ............ 0
1 Oak Sideboard, very pretty............................
7.00
0<l0
2
SANSOM NOT WORRYING
P. W C.
good defensive performances, with
1 Fernery with pan, green.................................
1.00
Miss Alice Frost Lord. Lewiston,
To March On Capitol
Treneer, Dean, and Lord starring for
IIP SAW PI 1771 FS
"Were not worrying any," said poetry representative for Maine in
1 Parlor Chair........................................................ 3.00
A group of women prohibitionists Camden
| william San.sotn of the Rockland O. F. W C.
For Sale or To Let or Cul To Vour
, _
.
.
is planning to organize a march on
Although Thomaston was beaten Order. Rental 25c per week. AImi Coal 00'
who,n
Pul a
1 Parlor Table ....................................................... 2.00
tlie Legislature at Augusta Thursday
In protest against proposals for re by Camden and swamped by Rock Supplies for Puzzle Makers, Plywood, question as to the outlook for the YOUR FAVORITE POEM
1 Pair Pillows.........................................................
1.00
! annual ice crop. Prior to Sundav's
The PROVED peal of State prohibition and enact land the Knoxonians did not let this Special Glue, Boxes. Etc.
11. L. MASON, Thomaston, Maine rain the surface at Chiekawaukic If I had to live my life again I would
ment of Legislature legalizing beer. fact hinder them when they Jour
1 Hair Mattress, full size.....................................
3.00
have made a rule to read some poetry
Telephone 104
H)tf Lake had a six-inch coating, which, and
Way of TREATING Colds The organizers would have every neyed to Lincoln Academy last week,
listen to some music at least once a
according
to
Mr.
Sansom
was
about
1 Cotton Mattress, full size............................... 1.50
week
The loss of these tastes Is a loss
woman's organization In Maine repre
VapoRub has been tested
and
as
a
result
kicked
the
dope
bucket
on
a
par
with
last
season
at
this
lime
of
happiness.
—Charles Darwin.
sented
tn
the
demonstration
The
1 Cotton Mattress, full size............................... 2.00
—and many will recall that last win
and proved by two gene
participants would parade to thc right off the dock and brought home
THE
BELL
OF THE ANGELS
ter was also a mild one. Much cold
State Capitol behind a band. Thc a 33 to 27 verdict.
1 Folding Bed and Spring, 4-0,........................ 2.50
rations of mothers... Its
There has come to mind a legend, a
weather
may
be
expected
during
the
Maine Federation of Women’s Clubs
thing I had half forgot.
The Thomaston club completely
direct doMc-action means
next seven or eight weeks, and Mr. And whether
1 4-6 Iron Bed Spring for wood bed.................
1.00
I read It. or dreamed It. ah.
will be In session at Augusta on the
outclassed
the
Lmcoln
crew,
which
Sansom
is
full
of
faith
that
thc
Ice
well. It matters not—
quicker relief.
day chosen for the march.
It
said
that
ln
heaven at twilight a great
1 3-0 Iron Bed Spring for iron bed.................... 1.00
will
reach
the
required
thickness
of
had been inactive for two weeks, and
bell softly swings.
MIAMI. FI.ORIDA
one foot. Until it is that thick the And man
may listen and hearken to
as
a
result
of
the
victory
assured
thi
The
mo«t
Interesllnz
kpot
In
1 3-6 Iron Bed Spring for iron bed...................
1.00
New Aid in
SUSIE P. MOSHER
ice companies seldom begin cutting,
the wonderful music that rings.
lhe E««tern Hemisphere dur
Rockland team that it will be in for
ing the winter months.
unless there is an actual demand If he puts from his heart s Inner cham
1 Full Size Mahogany Bed ............................... 2.00
PREVENTING
ber all thc passions, pain and
PSYCHIC
a stormy evening when it plays at
for it.
strife.
1 Full Size Green Painted Bed..........................
1.50
Heartache and weary longing that throb
69 PARK STREET, ROCKLAND Thomaston tomorrow night. Thc visit
Colds...
In the heart of all artlellles.
In the pulse of life—
THE LIGHT STATIONS
PRIVATE ADVICE DAILY
ors took command at an early stage
Beautiful rooms and hiRh
if he thrusts from his soul all hatred, all
1 Drop Leaf Breakfast Table, gray...................
2.00
Vicks Especially de
Circle Wednesday Evg., Jan. 25
rlass service.
thoughts
of wicked things.
of the game and led Lincoln through
6 Modern Flreprool Struc
All Welcome
Nose&Throal signed for irri
All allotment of $85,000 for work at He can hear In thc holy twilight how
1 Drop Leaf Breakfast Table, gray.................
2.50
ture. Every room steam healed
the bell of the angels rings.
out the evening. Jacobs. Grafton anti
9*10
the
Chel.-ea
depot
In
Massachusetts
Rates: (Euroneao Plan)
And 1 think that there lies In thi.
Drops tations of thc
Slnjle rooms 8Z.SO per day
was thc largest given In New Eng
1 Drop Leaf Breakfast Table, ivory.................
2.00
Stackpole were the Thomaston star.legend. If we open our hearts to
upwards
nose and throat
see.
■
land
for
thc
liglithou.se
service
under
while Tukey and Fuller excelled for
Double rooms $5.00 per day
Somewhat of au Inner meaning, my
the
emergency
relief
appropriations
SPRUCE GUM
upwards
—where most colds start.
friend, for you and for me
the losers. The Thomaston girls'
A Laura Jacobsen Cafe In the M
account ot 1932. The Portland. Me. Let us look to our hearts and question,
The Real Northern Maine Kind,
Makes possible newVicks
Building
sextet
also
disposed
of
thc
Lincoln
can pure thoughts enter In
depot
wag
allotted
$47,584,
of
which
mailed anywhere In the United States
I Ownership-Management ’
If It be already the dwelling ot
Plan for better Control
$34,564 had been expended or obli To a soul
lassies by a 31 to 26 score In a gamr
thoughts of sin?
at 50 Cents Per Ounce.
.WILUAM M. URMEY
gated. Electrification of Whitehead So, then, let us ponder a little, let us
of
Colds
—
fully
explained
C. H. MOOR k CO., Druggisto
that
was
marked
by
the
excellent
361 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND
look ln our heart; and see
Light station, Maine, for which $4000
322 Main Street,
Rockland passing of both teams. The winners
in each Vicks package.
twilight bell of the angels can
was allotted showed $2,360 spent or If thering
10T&S15
for us. you and me.
compiled an early margin through tlie
obligated.
—Rose Oeborae.

MAINE AT NATIONAL CAPITOL

A REAL, LIVE LION !

LIONS CLUB MUSICAL REVUE

ROCKLAND TO BOSTON

“Quaker Stages”

MOTHER I

Used Furniture
FOR SALE

don’t experiment
with your

Childs Cold

HOTEL URMEY

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

I'
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Ambrose mills

Death of Well Known Builder Rnrkport 43. Boothbay Harbor 30
On the home court Priday night
Let us not be weary in well doing;
Long a Member of the W. Rockport High put away the quintet
for in due season we shall reap, if we
faint not.—Gal. 6:9.
H. Glover Co.
from Boothbay Harbor with com
TOWER OF STRENGTH

"ON MY SET"

parative ease. L. Snow doing the
The death Sunday night cf Am- honors with 23 points credited to
brer? Mills at his home, 87 Llmerock him. The score;

Rev. C. Guy Robbins, Knox ‘^marked 5he pass‘,l« °f one of
.

Maines best known building con- |

Rockport High

G
County Summer Visitor, Is tractors. He had been a member cf
L. Snow. If ................... 10
the W. H. Olover Company about 40 Payzon. rf ................... 5
Such ln Christianity

F
3
1
0
4
0
0
0
0
—
8

P
23
11
0
12
0
0
01
0
—
46

years, and for more than half a cen- Hale, rf ......................... 0
Collamore. c ...... -....... 4
residents at Megunticook Lake is mg progress covered by the broad Wentworth, c ............. 0
Annis. lg ................. 0
Rev. Dr. C. Guy Robbins of Lawrence,! alea between Mt. Desert and Booth- E
0
Grant, rg
Mass., whose annual coming, for bay Harbor.
. 0
J. Annis. lg
—
more Kian 30 years. has been a
Most of the elaborate summer rest19
source of keen satisfaction to the Renees which constitute the exclusive
Boothbay Harbor
many friends he has made in Knox summer colony at Dark Harbor. Islesbounty. He is a son-in-law of bOTO. were built under his personal
P
O F
2
0
George Hill, who was one of the pro supervision, and the same ls true of Stevens, rg ................... 1
2
0
moters of Lake City, and has spoken his native town. North Haven, which Morton, lg ................. 1
0
2
1
from the pulpit of the Rockland has some fine architectural examples Dunton, c ...................
0
0
Story, c ....................... . 0
Universalist Church, and for many of the Glover Company's building art Rowe, rf ................
2
20
9
years at South Hope and-Hope Cor He also directed the building of a Brewer. If ................... . 0
0
0
8
4
2
ner.
number of the government's light and Andrews. If ..............
_
—
A recent issue of the Lawrence coast guard stations along this coast,
2
30
14
Tribune had this to say. editorially, Wd quite a number of houses of wor
Referee, Ingraham.
concerning Dr. Robbins:
ship, including St. Peter's Episcopal
• • • •
• • • •
Church of Rockland and the Catho
A Service Worth While
Waldoboro 27, Wiscasset 2C
lic Churches at Thomaston, Nortli
Twenty-five years ago last Sunday paven_ Dark Harbor and Castir.e
A single point determined this vic
a young minister came to Lawrence _ '___ .
„
_, tory. and greatly to the disappoint
to take over the guidance of the des^-alnC4et Hottlat Rockmn
ment of Wissasset folks that point
times of the Church of the Good Breakwater, then known as the Bay went to the Medomak outfit. The
Shepherd (Universalist) in this city. Point Hotel, was cne of the largest score:
On that day the young clergyman cultracts which came under his suWaldoboro
Rev. C. Guy Robbins, quietly and
.
modestly assumed his new duties.
pervision.
F
O
Those upon whom devolved the A great many of Rockland's rest- P.per. If .......................... 4
I
task of filling the place made vacant cer.ces were built by him. and the D. Achorn. rf ... -........ 4
0
upon the conclusion of the pastorwhich marked the completion of Leavitt, c ............. —.... 2
1
ate of the late Dr. William E. Gibbs ., , ,___
..
„
0
chose wisely when they called the his labors was tbe Alexander Fuller Heald. lg . ....................... 2
0
Kalb, lg
present pastor from the Wakefield j1 ouse ln Union. An estimate of the R Achorn. rg
1
church over which he was then pre- value of building construction which
12
27
?as soon, apparer^t that h< superintended would of course be
Wakefields loss was Lawrences gain.
___ _ . . ,
Wiscasset
The new pastor established for him- a •'natter difficult to arrive at. but at
self a place secure in the hearts of the Glover office yesterday the
P
F
G
the members of the eighty-three opinion was advanced that it would Cushman, lg
6
t
3
4
2
0
families that then
the exceed a million dollars.
Pearson. rg
church membership. Constant gains
.
0
•
0
were made through the years and toMills was consc.entious and Lewis, rg -....
6
0
3
Reed, c ...... day there are three hundred and painstaking to the last degree. He R. Lewis. If .
7
3
2
thirty-five families on the rolls.
believed in giving value received, and Bryant, rf
3
1
1
Rev. Mr. Robbins has proven him- thc£J who had contracts under his
self to be a tower of strength in the
, . . , „
.. .
26
11
cause of Christianity. His pastorate ftgime had full assurance that the
here has been constructive, pro- werk would be performed without opgressive and productive of Inestlma- portunity for criticism. "He had an
Union High School Notes
ble good. He has ever been on the unusuaj knack as foreman." said
Laura
Wallace gave an interesting
alert to give greater service to the
flock that looks to him for guidance.
F. Glover yesterday, and won lecture about the habits and life his
He Instituted a vesper service that the esteem and affection of everybody tories of moths and butterflies in
will stand through the years to come who In any way became associated biology class Monday. At the same
time she showed the class her collec
as a monument to his great and con- ,.h
.. ’
tion of beautiful moths and butter
stant devotion to the cause of re/
ligion. Always quiet and unassum- Mr. Mills began to fail in health flies
There have been several out of
ing he won recognition among clergy several years ago. and It was then
and laity alike. His splendid serv- thought hts mission tn that capacity school this weelFon account of grippe.
The
social held Friday evening was
Ice In the work of God won for him had ended. He persevered In spite of
very successful.
some years ago a recognition from
Tufts College, his Alma Mater, in this handicap, however, and it was
Recent visitors in school were
the form of a degree of Doctor of t.ct until about six months ago thtt Christine Brown of Warren. Mrs. L.
Divinity. He won hts way into the 'te regretfully ceased active function- F. Barker and Mrs. Lizzie Hawes.
Wednesday night the "Reds" of the
hearts of all with whom he had con ing with the company. He was up
girls' basketball team beat the
tact. The esteem and respect in
and
about
on
the
day
which
proved
"Whites” with a score of 8 to 6 The
which he has always been held by
same night the Union boys played
the members of his church extend to be his last.
ed into the ranks of many others and Mr. Mills was a member of thc Washington and were defeated by the
to people of denominations other Matcnic fraternity. A man of quiet latter by only one point, the score be
ing 19 to 20 Union was handicapped
than his own. He long since has
been recognized as one of Lawrence's habits, but an extensive reader who by the illness of their captain. Robert
kept W’ell abreast of current affairs. Farris Flanders of the Washington
outstanding churchmen
Dr. Robbins' great devotion to his 8Wj expressed an unfailing interest team Played well and succeeded in
‘n

PARK THEATRE

CHANGING OPINION

The most famous detective In the
world, Sherlock Holmes, stalks a des
perate band of American racketeers
in London in "Sherlock Holmes,'' thc
Fox feature featuring the popular
Clive Brook ln the title role, and
coming Wednesday and Thursday
The story, written by the late
Conan Doyle, and prepared for the
screen by Bertram Milhauser, has
never before been told on the stage or
.■■creen, though It Is known as one of
the best from the pen of the famous
WTiter of detective fiction Brook ts
supported by Miriam Jordan, beauti
ful English actress who recently won
acclaim for her performance in “Six
Hcurs To Live;" Ernest Torrence, out
standing menace of the films: Alan
Mowbray, Montague Shaw. Howard
Leeds. Arnold Lucy, Lucien Prival.
Roy D'Arcy. Brandon Hurst and
Stanley Fields.
The picture was directed by William
K. Howard, whose last film was Uie
Gavnor-Farrell, "The First Year"—
adv.

L. P. Newbert, the Observant,
Tells What Happened To

basketball battles

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

J

*'elfare °f *e municipality to

Betti r reception and better av
erage programs than those provid
ed for radio fans Sunday night
could ‘carcely be asked. There
wa classical and popular music
galore, a popular feature in the
latter catrgory being the Mans
field Singers on thr New England
Coke program.

Tremendously
popular are
tho-? concerts givrn by the Bos
ton Symphony Orchestra Satur
day nights. The last one was thr
third *n a series which is to num
ber 12. and the applause was in
dicative of extreme enthusiasm.

sa

STRAND THEATRE

"The Billion Dollar Scandal."
Paramount's latest melodrama, fea
turing Robert Armstrong comes
Thr roar of Niagara was heard
Wednesday and Thursday.
again during the Carborundum
The story, briefly, deals with a
hour Saturday night, and luri ishrd the background for one of
sensational expose of a gigantic
the (arborundum Band's fine
swindle, brought about by an ex-cone elections.
vlct, as an act of vengeance against
a powerful financier. Being particu
getting 10 pot’ts of the team's final larly skillful as a masseur, the exscore. The summary:
convlct had been hired to work for flie
financier. Overhearing several stock
Union
tips, he suddenly finds himself rich
F
a
encugh to realize hts ambition (or hts
1
i
Beckwith, rf
brother to mingle with the "best peo
0
1
C Pavson. rf
ple.” The brother becomes Infatuat
2
2
Aho If
ed with the financier’s daughter, and
0
3
Creighton, c .
to halt their marriage, the financier
0
0
Cunningham. rg
"breaks." the ex-convict However,
0
Payson, rg
0
when a newspaper editor induces the
1
0
Leach, lg
ex-convict to tell all he knows, rela
0
Esancy. lg ....__ ___ 0
tive to an Immense swindle, headed
by the financier, he accepts, as a
8
means of revenge upon his former
employer. The story comes to a
Washington
crashing climax, during an investi
G
F
gation handled by a Senate com
2
Webber, rf _______ 2
mittee. and the ex-convict, as a
0
(Best. If ..... ................. 0
result of his expose, becomes the
2
Flanders, c ................. 4
"man of the hour."—adv.
Powell, rg .............. 0
0
2
0
Light, lg
"Dad. what were you In the war?"
"Why," said his father, proudly, "I
8
was a battery sergeant-major.''
Referee: Ingraham
"High or iow tension?”—Schenec
Jan. 24. both toys' and girls' bas tady Union Star.
ketball teams will play Waldoboro at
Waldoboro. It promises to be an in
The Vicar—“So you like country
teresting game.
life. Are your hens good layers?"
Jan. 27. the Union bovs will D'av
Mabel (fresh from town)— 'Topp
Washington again at Union. This ing! They haven't laid a bad egg
game will be followed bv a social end yet."—Passing Show.
dance, music by the Eastern Serenaders. The regular price of admission
“What is the rod of affliction?''
for the game and social will be 25c Sunday-school teacher asked.
and 15c for school children.
“Golden rod," shouted the little girl
The basketball games have been whose mother has hay-fever every
well attended and the Athletic Asso fall —Boston Transcript.
ciation hopes to help pay for some
of their gymnasium chairs.
One thing old Josh Taxpayer can't
get through h& head is how the
"Yes. mv 'Uiband's laid up. a victim $2^00,000.000 loaned European coun
tries after the Armistice and the
of football"
"But I didn't know'e even playfcd 8739.000.000 owed for surplus war and
relief supplies bought on credit after
the game.'"
" 'E doesn't. 'E sprained 'is larynx . the war closed, ever got to be war
at the match last Saturday."—Boston 1 debts In the flrst place—Macon TeleTranscript
j graph.
-------------- ---------------------------- ■’

- -

serve as an example to all who have
__________________________ ______
ohserved it. His interest ln civic »'hich he belonged
matters has also asserted itself on He is survived by his wife (Ada
many occasions and he has ever been Blackington) well known from her

___________

«

great work through the years has active connection aith local music
been shared by a devoted wife who affairs. He is also survived by one
will be honored with him on Wednes- £On Llewellyn Mills of Boston.

SS S
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pay tribute to one whom they love,
The union of Dr. and Mrs. Robbins
has been blessed with one son who is
now preparing to follow ln the foot
steps of his father in the work of
God.
The Universalist Church has been
fortunate to have had the services of
such a true churchman through
these years and Lawrence has been
flortunate in having sq:h a loyal
citizen. Others know him as a gTeat
humanitarian. His labors here have
been worth while. He has added
much to the spiritual and civic life
of Lawrence. His church and city
are proud of him.
Congratulations to you. Dr. Rob
bins. upon the success that has
marked your years of religious work
in Lawrence. It is to be hoped that
you may be spared your health fo:
many years to come and be enabled
to carry on the work of the great
calling that is yours.

••

residence Wednesday afternoon at
2 o'clock,
___________
CHARLES F. EATON
Charles Fred Eaton, 83, well known
business man in this vicinity, died
Sunday at his home in Stonington.
He is survived by his wife, a son, Ray
Eaton of Rockland; a daughter Mrs.
P S. Jolly of Staten Island. N Y . two
sisters Mrs. E. R. Doane of Harwichport. Mass . and Mrs L. S. Chillcott
of Columbia Falls, and a brother John
D. Eaton of Stonington.

WALDOBORO

Mrs. C. B. Stahl and Mrs. L. T.
Weston are sponsoring a bridge party
for the benefit of the athletic assoelation of the Waldoboro High
schcol. to be held in the Moose hall
next Friday evening.
Mrs. Harold Racklift of Rockland
has been the guest of her sister Mrs.
FIVE GOOD RULES
Earl Spear. Mrs. Spear had the mis
fortune to fall recently fracturing a
Which, If Observed, Will wrist.
Irving N. Horne of Portland is
Save Many a Broken Bone atMrs.
Capt. A F. Stahl's.
Harold Flanders has moved his
In Winter
____
I undertaking parlors from the Gay
When Old Man Winter lets go one bl°<* * rooms in the library build’
lnz.
of his extra special blasts, five rules Mrs Thoma.- oenthner of Noblefor the conduct of pedestrian, mo- boro is at the home of John Palmer,
torlst and householder, if observed, called by the Illness of her mother
will save many a broken bone. Di- Mrs. Sarah Palmer.
rector of Public Safety C. W. Wil Mrs. Emma Head and Mrs, Clara
Hawthorne of Woolwich were recent
liams of Columbus. Ohio, lists the five guests of Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Kuhn.
rules thus:
The I. T. Club met Monday eve
Help rid your sidewalks and steps ning in the vestry of the Baptist
of Ice by sprinkling them liberally Church. A pleasing program was
with good, old-fashioned rock salt. given followed by garnets. Mrs.
Ice cream dealers sell it for as little Gladys Winchenbach and A. L.
as a cent a pound. Ashes may also Shorey were winners in the game
contests.
Frankfurters, doughnuts
be used.
Warn the children that to play in and coffee were served. Mrs. Esther
the street may mean serious injury Shorey assisted by Mrs. Verna Scho
field and Garland Day were the com
or death.
If you drive an automobile and mittee in charge.
own cha'ns. use them. Also drive Friday night the Waldoboro High
slowly. Think of others before you teams played at Richmond with the
following score: Waldoboro High
attempt to break speed laws.
If you are a pedestrian, some means bovs 20, Richmond High 14. Wal
of support, a cane or an umbrella, doboro girls' team 31, Richmond
may mean the difference between j girls 17.
On Tuesday evening the Waldosafety and broken bones.
Motorists are urged to stop at all boro athletic hall was the scene of
intersections.
another hard fought battle when the
Perhaps one of the most Import- Waldoboro High girls' team played
ant regulations is in the clearing of against the Lincoln Academy girls
the sidewalks and steps. In the in- winning by a score of 44-42. In the
terests of cleanliness, salt will be second game the Waldoboro High
found more satisfactory than ashes boys met Lincoln's second team dewhich leave an unsightly after effect, icating them 46-25. The third game
it was said.
was played by Waldoboro against the
----------------Washington Locals. This was a close
Folks who call a spade a spade will game. Washington winning by a score
have to find a new name for hunger of 36-34
marchers who eat at public expense
----------------and ride to Washington in automo- Trouble is, there's more victors
biles.—Greenville Piedmont.
'than spoils—Weston Leader.

The Courier-Gazette
Printing Plant
Is unexcelled in Eastern Maine. We print every
thing printable from a Calling Card to the Largest
Poster.
Our type faces are modern, our paper stock the finest,
and our workmanship is done by artists of years
experience.
Now is the time to have your personal, business and
advertising printing done at our
our new
new low
iow prices.
prices.
LETTERHEADS
BILLHEADS.
STATEMENTS
ENVELOPES.
FLYERS,
CARDS, ETC.,

$9.95
tad

Per 1000

Parcel Post on each 1000 15c Extra

Butter Paper printed in Blue or Black Ink
1000 Sheets, half pound size,
1000 Sheets, one pound size,
Milk Bills, 1000,
In 5000 Lots

$3.00
$3.75
$1.50

SPECIAL OFFER

One year’s subscription to The Courier-Gazette Free
with each order of Wedding Invitations
or Announcements

Embossed Letter Printing
Adds distinction, style and character to your sta
tionery, announcements, cards, folders, etc. We are
the only printers in Knox County using this up-todate process.

'You said it.we need
a Big Car!"

Prohibition

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
SAYS HA8IY D. EDWARDS, LARCHMONT, NEW YORK
In 1900 the revenue derived lrom
liquor was paying one-fourth the ex
pense of government. A combination
so vast must possess political power
in proportion to its importance. This
power was growing every year, and
was viewed with alarm by other finan
cial combinations—known as trusts or
holding companies These trusts hav;
no soul, are ruthless against compe
tition. nor do they permit the simple
question of morals to interfere with
any method of procedure.
President Roosevelt sought to deal
with these combinations in a direct
campaign, being successful to some
degree, but the liquor interests seemed
immune against methods employed
toward others. They differed from
these others in that the very outlet
for their product-the saloon—placed
them close to the ear of the common
people. The common people were
Roosevelt's stock in trade, not to b;
antagonized.
These other "trusts" beef, sugar,
steel, etc., perceived then that the "We picked Plymouth because it's so BIG in Size ,
and Value'
curbing of power flowing to the liquor
combination depended on the remov
AYBE you haven't got a big
He says: “In my opinion, any
al of that "oracle." the saloon. The
family like Harry D. Ed
car is behind-the-times without
saloon had more influence in the large
wards, but you certainly want
Floating Power! Or, for that
cities than the newspapers, in fact
plenty of room in your car.
matter, without Hydraulic Brakes
the saloons in most cases influencea
or a safety-steel body!"
You’ll find that people who
the press.
• • • •
want comfort... who want to re
Ask your dealer for a Floating
Power ride in the new Plymouth.
lax... who want driving to be
The trusts ln casting about tor
Also ride in the other two lowreal fun... are picking Plymouth.
means of deliverance became aware of
priced cars. Then decide!
Hecause it's acar... and
societies Lnd organizations working
•
•
•
for the moral and spiritual welfare
because it's the only low-priced
of the community and realized that
Six that is free of all vibration...
4-DOOR SEDAN NOW $90 LESS —
here was the weapon needed to de
the only one with Floating Power
Four-Door Sedan $54 5, Converti
stroy the liquor menace in political
engine mountings!
ble Coupe $565, Coupe with
ascendancy. For once They cast their
What do people (hinkof it?Ask Rumble Seat $525, Business
Influence on the moral side of a ques
Coupe $495. Prices f.o.h.factory.
Mr. Edwards. He’s an engineer.
tion. For once the brewer's money
was matched dollar for dollar. The
sodden record of liquor was halted In
State after State. The traitorous ac
tions of the brewery interests during
the war weaned from the brewers
AND UP F.O.8. FACTORY • SOLD BY 7,112 DESOTO. DODGE AND CHRYSLER DEALERS
their support and they were doomed.
Prohibition was assured, the saloon I
disappeared.
It's nice to have four years between
All we hop; ls that our children
Big business interests were delighted elections It takes people that long to never have to go through a depression
and perhaps surprised, to see the re regain their faith in hooey—Lincoln and read all the jokes about it like
sults of this measure reflected in tne Star.
we have.— Judge.
business world. The working man was |
more efficient, the family life more
wholesome, increased output per [
capita, increased savings accounts !
The economic and moral aspects ol I
the law were all right. But right here |
the newfound righteousness of the
money barons took wings. The fight
waged by them had never been
15‘>4Lk.
against liquor but against the political
SAL ADA BROWN LABEL
power represented in the liquor com
30' !4ls.
binations. Those there were who wctp
... A Revelation in Tea Value
not habitues of saloons, but o' rlubs
Those also who had a cellar. Liquor
SALADA RED LABEL
23'>/4lu
in politics and liquor on the table were
not synonymous. To supply the de
. . . Atnerica'z Finest Tee '45' i/2LU
mands of these piople. arose the clan
destine traffic in liquor, and the evils
associated.
• • • •

M

PLYMOUTH SIX’495

The lowest priced fine tea
you can buy

Big business awakened to d:scover
that the immense revenues once pa d
by the liquor interests had tccome
part ar.:l parcel of their own over
head in increased taxation. Big busi
ness must return this petard to its:
rightful owner, ths public. The cry
arose. "Repeal the 18th Amendment!'
The dollars that once flowed to the
forces of righteousness, were side
tracked. The influence of big "busi- j
ness" influenced the press. The press
influenced the public, and the public
instructed the convention delegates.
But how about the saloon? Big
business said: 'This oracle of the
liquor combination, ‘the poor man's
club' must not return! It has too
much political influence. The shunt
ing of taxation to the shoulders ot the
public is all we desire; but no sa
loons! Our solicitude for the public:
and the 'immoral influence' ot the
saloon, make it objectionable."
But the brewers recognize the weak
points ln this statement, well know
ing that the government, once it has
sanctioned the sale of beer, can con
trol the traffic only to that extent to
which they, the brewers, will submit.
'Twas always thus.
The present situation then finds
the allied dry forces upholding the
standard of righteousness in the face
of their former allies "Bi? Business."
Moral rectitude is all right, but it |
must not infringe itself into the tax
bill of the wealthy. The money pow
ers it would seem, have taken an un
profitable plunge into the fount of I
public welfare, an unaccustomed ven
ture devoid of financial benefit, to
them.
Meanwhile the brewers are patting
the poor saloon on the back. "Never
mind what they call you. or what dis
guise they place you in. you'll always
be a saloon!"
L. P. Newbert.
Rockland, Jan 23.

A group of Russian workers have
mode Joseph Stalin an honorary fur
nace-tender. And if there ever was
a Job a fellow could enjoy, it’s tend
ing a furnace on a purely honorary
basis.—Boston Herald.

Loyalty
Success

GO HAND IN HAND
Buy From Thc Guy
Who Can Buy i-poh You
CARBON

SALESBOOKS

Op CPCC’AlTt Ppintinc
Jot -l»y Potpn\i'

SALADA’ TEA
FOOD
SALE
IUES. and WED.
YOUR CHOICE OF THESE ITEMS

2 Pounds 25c
LEAN STEW BEEF
SAUSAGE PATTIES—HOME-MADE

BEEF LIVER TO FRY
LEAN HAMBURG

CABBAGE WITH
CORNED BEEF
FANCY BRISKET, Newly Corned 1 (T
THICK RIB, Very Lean, pound **

FREE

2 LBS. PIG LIVER,
1 LB. SLICED BACON,

BOTH

25c

SIMON PURE LARD, 2 pounds,
FRESH NATIVE EGGS, dozen,
FRESH CARROTS, 4 bunches,
FLORIDA ORANGES, 2 dozen,

13c
25c
23c
35c

FRESH FISH

Whenever you are in the market for printing let us
figure with you

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Rockland, Maine
-and; if.jt S* PRINTING

COD TONGUES,
HALIHUT, to fry or boil,
SHRIMP,
SALMON,
SMELTS,
HADDOCK SPAWN,

2 lbs

lb
lb
lb
lb
lb

25c

19c
25c
25c
19c
19c

Don't Fopcct

The Courier-Gazette

WE HAVE EVERYTHING TO EAT
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If January has any "rough stuff'
in its system it has only a week left
j in which to display it.

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

----------

TALK OF THE TOWN

CAMDEN

Page Three

SOUTH WARREN

Alvin Jagels and John Miller, stuMr. and Mrs. Kenneth Fales at
1 dents at U. of M.. spent the weekend tended the basketball game, spon
sored by the American Legion of
Thomaston, in Damariscotta Friday
night. Thomaston won.
Mrs. W. E. Bucklin and son Fred
who have been ill with the prevail
ing distemper are canvalescing.
Will Simmons Ls also able to return
to his work ln Rockland.
Frank Adams is packing his house
hold goods and preparing to move
to Solon.
Readers here of The Courier-Ga
zette were pleased with the poem
signed “Warren" in regard to the
old fox hunting days, and many were
the conjectures in regard to the
author. They would like to have
more from her pen.
Everyone Ls also pleased to see a
communication from Nancy Savage
after so long a time and hope she
will write again soon.
Mrs. Anne Bucklin and Mrs. Rose
Marshall called on Mrs. Maud Over
look at the Knox Hospital last week
-----------------Imer street. The subject is "Peace Jte Arey-Heal Post. A. L., tonight at Monday.
WEATHER(Through International
Relations." 7.30.
In spite of the Inclement weather
The only trouble withtheweather j The leader is Mrs. Louise Ingraham I The Good Cheer Class of the First
is the fearon the part of some folks j and there will be a paper by Mrs Congregational Church will meet at last Thursday evening, a goodly
number gathered for the Grange
that it is too good. Yesterday an oc- j Sawyer of Thomaston.
' the parish house Feb. 1. with Miss meeting. The master being absent
casional crepe hanger consulted the J
------j Corinne Sawyer and Miss Loena Len- his place was filled by past master.
thermometer at the Corner Drug Store
Funeral services were held in j test as hostesses.
Maxey. It was an interest
and when he saw the mercury toying! Freedom Sunday for Mrs. Margie S | Mrs. Clarence Taylor. Mechanic • Charles
ing meeting, with reminiscences of
around the 48 mark would sigh dole- Penney, who died there at the age of ftreet, will ejitertain the ladies of the school days and other voluntary
fully and predict all sorts of trouble 92, and who had numerous friends in Methodist society Wednesday after- numbers given.
including war with Japan. More sun- j this city. She is survived by one son. noonI Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Fales atshine today, but not quite so warm, Frank, who resides in Freedom and
The C.C.H. Club will hold a valen- tended the funeral of their aunt Mrs.
was the radio word this morning. In leaves four great grandchildren.
tine bail in the opera house Feb. 14, Alice Payson in Cushing last Friday.
Boston the barometric reading was
_____
for the benefit of the Camden ComMr. and Mrs. Edwin Lermond and
29.96. and rising, and the temperature The installation of officers of ' munity Hospital. Music will be fur- Mrs. Maud Coffin of East Waldoboro
xxtrlxvvx
Dz-v/4
P
’
nnTvtiir
f
C
1
linn
*
was 38 Highest yesterday, 57
i Golden Rod Chapter O.E S. scheduled nished by the Masqueraders.
were at George Lermond's Sunday.
-----------------] for Friday night has been postponed
Mrs. Clarence McIntire entertained
Several ladles of this place became
Perhaps those snow fences may yet due to illness among the incoming the Monday Club this week.
Busy Bees last Wednesday and de
have to carry their burden, but Just officers. However, there will be a
The auxiliary to the Sons of Union scended upon the home of Mrs.
now they belong in the unemploy- business meeting at 7.30 when definite Veterans will hold a public supper Laura Copeland where four quilts
ment class.
plans for the installation will b: Friday night, at 6 o'clock at the Me were tacked, sheets and pillow slips
n.ade.
gunticook Grange hall.
made, also aprons. At noon a boun
tiful chicken dinner was enjoyed and
Members of the nominating com
It
’
s
an
ill
wind
that
blows
notody
SPECIAL
SERVICES
AT
PORT
in the afternoon ice cream and cake
mittee of the Knox County Filxh and
good.
William
Sansom.
president
or
CLYDE
were served. Those present were
Game Association are reminded that
the
Rockland
Coal
Co.,
had
been
The
special
services
at
Port
Clyde
I
Mrs. F. H. Fernald. Mrs. Dora Maxey,
this is the night of their meeting at
planning
to
tear
down
the
Highland
Baotist
chapel
are
being
carried
on
I
Mrs.
Mabel Jordan. Mrs. Leila LerThe Thorndike. Supper will be
ice-house. which had outlived its use- j with great success and will continue mond. Mrs. Nt ttie Copeland. Mrs.
served at 6.30.
fulness. Yesterday along came a ' through the week. It is expected to I Annie Page, Mrs. Rose Marshall. Mrs.
spirited gust, and voila! the house have a visiting speaker tonight, Tues- Mina Rines. Mrs. Rosa Cutting. Mrs.
Dow# St. George way they have was down.
day, and Wednesday Brother Timber- | Alice Copeland. Mrs. Bertha Jordan.
been cutting a great deal of fire
------j lake of Friendship will be the speaker, j Mrs. Blanche Simmons. The hostess
wood and underbrush this winter—
The V.C.R. met Sunday night at Friday
-----•---------•—’ -*-•-•
------1--------,
will
be school
night —
with
spe-j
was efficiently
assisted by her daughthus serving a useful and an orna the rooms of the Thomaston Rifle cial features by the school. Thurs- ! ters, Mrs. Olive Fales and Mrs. Doris
mental purpose. Blueberry pastures Club. Present were Arthur Stevens. day the pastor Rev. Milton R. Kerr Maxey.
have also been taken into considera Raymond Young, Walter Studley, will be in charge.
tion.
William Gray. Kenneth V. White and
PLEASANT POINT
Oscar Crie. The new members en
HOVEY E, SLAYTON
In these columns recently was j Mr. and Mrs. James M. Seavey are
If the committee which placed the gaged in code and procedure practice
Chautauqua signs along Main street in naval work
chronicled the death of Hovey E visiting relatives in Prospect.
last fall would only remove those
Slayton, which occurred in a Boston | Grippe is raging in this place—
Stealing bees, hives and honey hospital after a brief illness.
frayed ropes from the street light
nearly every family being thus
Born in Manchester, N. H, in 1877. afflicted.
ing poles it would be appreciated by might be considered risky In more
those who like to see a neat Main I
than one T*'° school boys Mr. Slayton was the son of Edward
Dr. Jack Tibbetts of Rockland was
street.
‘
;"ho committed this offense at M. and Jennie iHoveyi Slayton. His in this place last week on business.
_____
: Charles Swan's Megunticook Lake : education was secured in the public,
Henry Teel of Teel's Island was a
... j . .. „
cottage were rounded up by Deputy grammar and high schools of Bos
,A MaLD3na>d representing sherlff Ludwick yesterday, but were ton and at Phillips Academy, An visitor Sunday at D. L. Maloney's.
Mrs Everett Davis and son Philip
J?.hn allowed to go free upon their promise dover, Mass.
are at the home of her brother Harold
Dais Co, 107 Fulton Fish Market to make restitution.
For five years he was associated Robinson in Thomaston, while little
New York, spent Sunday here on his
with his father's produce business,
way East. He reports the smelt fish
Past presidents' night will be ob the E. M. Slayton Company, whole Philip Ls recuperating from his recent
ing very poor along the line he has | served at the meeting ot Edwin Libby sale dealers in butter and eggs. In illness.
The sudden death of Orrin Wood
covered.
Relief Corps Thursday. Mrs. Rebecca 1902 he began his association with
Ingraham will be in the president’s the F. M. Hoyt Shoe Company in cock of Broad Cove, Cushing, has
brought sadness to many friends in
The Maine Freshmen defeated chair, the first time since she retired the capacity of supervisor of distri this place, where he will be greatly
Kent's Hill 32 to 24 in a basketball from that office 43 years ago. Circle bution of the company's product to missed. Much sympathy ls expressed
game at Orono Saturday night., .•upper at 6 o'clock will have Mrs. the retail trade. In 1905, upon the for his sister Miss Mina Woodcock ir.
Francis McAlary of Rockland is play Elizabeth Barton. Mrs. Beulah Lar d?ath of Mr. Hoyt, he became presi her sorrow
ing left guard for the Maine Fresh rabee and Mrs Ella Flye in charge dent and treasurer, offices which he
Mrs. Julius Peterson and little son
men. and the report of the game says
filled until the time of his retire
! Peter of Long Cove recently visited
"The Honor Seat," an article writ ment!
that his work was outstanding.
While a resident of Manchester ;he" moth7 “rs „J,ames ^avey
ten by Miss Eliza C. Hannegan, in
structor of lip reading in the Port- Mr. Slayton* took an active part in ., ,“r' and “^Warren Knights and
Elizabeth Marbury, at whose pa lan Evening School, and published in the civic, religious and social life |
daughter Constance of Thomaslatial summer home in Mt. Vernon, the November issue of the National 1 of the community.
community. He
He was
was widely
widely jH are
are vlslt
Mrs w °
' ‘n« Mr
Me., Knox County Democratic lead Rrinnatinn
Atvirintion Journal, was i known
in
commercial
circles Maloney.
Education
Association
ers have been entertained, died sud cne of the most widely read articles throughout the East. During the
Mrs. Sarah F. Seavey is Visiting
denly in New York Sunday. The
in
the
issue,
according
to
the
votes
of World War he was federal and relatives in ortland
deceased, who was 76. was the flrst
The squall which struck this place
slate fuel administrator for New
Democratic National committee- the readers. Tabulation of the votes Hampshire. He served also as mem last Friday afternoon and which last
shewed
thet
it
ranked
third
in
reader
woman from New York, and had
interest. Miss Hannegan conducted ber of the public safety committee, as ed for two hours, was about the worst
been a theatrical producer.
ever known here. The wind sent
classes in Up reading in thc local chairman of transportation.
flying and the water in the
He held membership in the Cham- ..everything
,
Speech Readers Club two seasons
Charles M. Cook, a Tillson avenue and has many friends here.
bers of Commerce of Massachusetts, harbor was covered with white foam
business man has challenged Henry
New Hampshire and Manchester ana j hutno real damage resulted,
Wall of the John Bird Co. to a race
Back in the late 70's when the late was a director and vice president of ’ , 0,1 account of so much sickness
on roller skates at The Spanish Villa. Major C. B. Greenhalgh was clerk the
National Shoe and Boot Manu- i there was
no meeting last . Sunday at
-----------------------------------------------.
Mr. Wall was absent when the re at the Thorndike Hotel, he used to [ facturers Association, member of the Ithe schoolhouse but will be services
porter called to see about the accept decorate the pages of the reglstei New Hampshire Manufacturers As- : there next Sunday at 2 o'clock. Evance of the challenge, and somebody with Interesting and well drawn cor- sociation, Manchester Country Club, crybody welcome.
said he was over in Brunswick waiting tcons illustrative generally of local Manchester Rotary Club, of which
-------------ior the Tcpsham Fair to open.
incidents and local people. Through he was a charter member and past ,
the kindness of his daughter. Miss president and the Derryfleld Club, as
You don't have to be a Lion to en Hope Greenhalgh The Courier-Ga well as the Union League Club of
joy the musical revue which the Cam zette was yesterday shown several New York City and the Algonquin
den-Rockport Club is to give ln Cam samples. One was apropos of All ' Club of Boston.
den Opera House Thursday and Fri Fools Day. Another showed several [ Mr. Slayton is survived by the
day nights of this week for the benefit boatmen making their way through ! widow and two children, a son. Hovey
of charity. There will be a cast of the Main street mud (a la Di IE. Slayton of West Newton and a
45. and half a hundred beautiful cos Ccombs) past the stores of Simonton daughter,
Mrs. Virginia Slayton
tumes will be seen Oh. yes, and Bros, and Achorn <& Hastings. A Straw, wife of Ezekiel A. Straw oi
there'll b? a real live lion on the third cartoon, bearing the date of Manchester.
stage. Tickets are now being checked Dec. 2, 1879, showed a building called
The funeral was very largely at
at thc store of the Camden Drug Co. the Brock House in the background tended. numerous organizations being
and several men making their way represented.
The Portland paper publishes a toward it. The cartoon will probably
Bar Harbor despatch stating that H. be understood by men of that genera
BORN
Clinton Smith. 20. of that town is
OVERLOOK—At Knox Hospital. Rock
tion.
land.
Jan.
5.
to
Mr and Mrs Rufus
believed to be the youngest Grange
Overlook, a son. Alton Gene
master in the State. In the same
FRIENDSHIP
columns a few days previously had
MARRIED
appeared the name of a Lincoltj
STORER-BRADSTREET — At Rockland.
Mrs. Etta Thompson is visiting Jan 21. by Rev. W S. Rounds. Clarence
County master, aged 19. while A Jay
A. Storer and Miss Hilma M BradSee of Union has shown that Knox relatives in Portland.
Winnie Hawks of Portland was in street. both of Rockland
County has lately had a worthymaster who was only 17. But of town last week.
The Consolidated. Capt. Charles WOODCOCK—At DIED
course no other county could be ex
Cushing. Jan 20. Orrin
Dodge, was here Friday night with j H, Woodcock, aged 58 years, 4 months. I
pected to compete with Knox.
199 crates of lobsters bound from 6 days. Funeral Tuesday at 2 o'clock |
lrom late residence. |Correctlon.|
The classy Modenas owned by Nova Scotia to Boston.
At Stonington. Jan. 22, Charles
Miss Elizabeth W. Hartel of West EATON
Frank A. Tirrell, Jr., have scored
Fred Eaton, aged 83 years.
again. Sixteen of them, 13 young Newton, Mass, and Daniel Coogan oi AREY At Vinalhaven. Jan. 20.. Florence. '
birds and three veterans, were sent Hartford, Conn., spent the weekend
widow of Ralph Arey. aged 60 years, 11
to Charlotte, N. C., where the Na with Mr. and Mrs. LaForcst R. Burns. months. 28 days.
Miss Kathryn Jameson is spending
tional and Southeastern Pigeon As
IN MEMORIAM
sociation annually holds a big show the winter with Dr. and Mrs. F. W
In loving memory of Annie M. Messer,
and Mr. Tirrell was smiling compla Putnam in West Newton. Mass.
who passed away Jan. 25. 1929.
Mrs. W. H. Hahn visited her par Gone ls the face we loved so dear.
cently yesterday upon receipt of word
Silent Is the voice we loved to hear:
that he had been awarded nine firsts, ents Mr. and Mrs. Wilder Perry in
Too far away for sight or speech.
three seconds and two thirds. He won Camden Friday.
But not too far for thought to reach:
Mrs. Jennie Hall has joined her
another in the contest for the Elmer
Sweet to remember her who once was
here.
S Bird cup. awarded best bird bred in daughter Mrs. Myra Root in Wash
And who. though absent, ts Just as
1932. and was also credited with hav ington. D. C.. for th» winter.
dear.
Rev. W. E. Lewis was in Cushing
ing the best Modena among the 403
Husband and Daughter.
Saturday.
exhibited.
Daniel Coogan and L. R Burns
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to extend our thanks to all
At the annual meeting of the Rock motored to Augusta Saturday.
who In any way tried to rescue our loved
Melvin
Simmons
had
the
mis

land City Band Sunday Milton M.
one; also for thc beautiful wreath from
Oriffln was elected president to suc fortune* to lose his 28-foot motor the skaters, the spray from the High
boat
at
Cranberry
Island
in
the
gale
School, the many other floral offerings
ceed Charles L. Robinson, who re
those who offered cars or ln any way
signed because he did not feel able to which struck the coast Friday after and
helped the day of the funeral
devote the amount of time which the noon.
Mrs. Flora Jones and family.
Gleason Perry of Camden visited
work calls for. The bandmen felt
his
sister,
Mrs.
W.
H.
Hahn,
Sunday.
RESOLUTIONS
that "Griff s' shoulders are broad and
Whereas, death has again entered our
Maurice Hall of Portland spent ranks
stout, so they also tacked onto them
and taken our esteemed brother.
the offices of manager, secretary and the weekend here.
Orrin H Woodcock, a charter member
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. B. Kirkpatrick of our Grange since It was organized
treasurer. Incidentally he plays the
Sept. 7. 1903. be It
of
Waldoboro
visited
friends
in
town
bass drum and cymbals. Herbert
Resolved, that ln the death of Brother
E. Kirkpatrick was elected director Sunday.
Woodcock. Acorn Grange has lost a
brother
that was in every way worthy of
Friends
of
Miss
Myra
Webber,
a
of the band, with Kenneth V. White
love and esteem.
as assistant director. On the board former teacher in the schools here, our
Resolved, that we shall miss him from
of directors are Charles Montgom are arranging a post card shower for our Grange circle, his kindness and
ery. C. A. Dunton, E. M Young, A her Jan. 27. Miss Webber is ill at cheerful spirit.
And be It further resolved, that our
F. Sleeper and George W. Blethen. her home in Searsport and will be Grange
charter be draped for thirty days
There were 25 at Sunday's rehearsal obliged to remain ln bed until spring and that we make three copies of these
resolutions,
one to be sent to The
She
resigned
her
school
position
in the City Government rooms,
for publication, one to
where Sunday rehearsals will be con- which she was holding at the time Courier-Gazette
be sent to the bereaved family, and one
tirtbed during the winter season. of her illness, but she was so popular to be placed on the records of our
Public interest in this excellent or that the school board would not ac Orange.
Mrs. Grace Maloney. Mrs Hattie OrlT.
ganization is always solicited and cept the resignation, but granted her Mrs
Flora Maloney, Committee on Reso
a year's leave of absence.
lutions.
appreciated.

Jan. 26-27 — Camden — Lions Musical
The Thrift Shop is closing its ac- witli relatives in town.
Revue, at the opera house
"' Arcana Lodge.!Saturday and Monday, witli j Mr. and Mrs. Charles Woster were
Jan 27
27 —
—ThomaHton
Thoma:
K P. entertainment
itprialnmcnt and cf&nce.
| nil urticlos rcniuining unsold at tlv i gyogug Sundiiy of Mr and Mrs Kail
Jan 27—Installation of officers Golden 1 present time marked down.
Packard in Rockport.
Rod Chapter. O. E 8
Feb. 2—Candlemas Day.
I Mr. and Mrs. David hangman have
Feb. 2—Milk fund boxing exhibition
There was a “raising" at the Lime- returned from New York city where
at Empire Theatre.
Feb. 3—Thomaston—Operetta. “ Dream'ock streel corner yesterday when E. they spent several weeks with their
Boat." presented by grade schools
1 H. Crie hoisted a black and gold sign son Dr. Ixjuls Langman and daughter
Feb. 3—(3 to 930) Woman's Educa ever the Comer Drug Store.
Miss Sylvia Langman.
tional Club meets at Copper Kettle
Herbert Thomas and daughter
Porch.
Feb. 6—Monthly meeting of City Gov
Rockland Lions will see a big pub Caroline of Northeast Harbor were
ernment.
Feb. 6—Forty Club Minstrels at High licity stunt at their meeting tomor weekend guests of friends in Camden
There will be regular meeting of
School auditorium.
row noon—one of the most sensaFeh 7—Maud Andrews Lincoln reading tlonal incidents in the local club'.' Megunticook Grange Wednesday eveat Universalist vestry
history.
nlng. The ladies are furnishing a
Feb. 12—Lincoln's Birthday.
_____
supper to the gentlemen this week.
Feb. 14—St. Valentine's Dav.
Feb. 14—Camden—C. C. H Club Valen
While Mr. and Mrs. Walter Tol>«*rs
the t*""* «»tine Ball at the Opera House
Feb. 16 The Junior Class. R If 8.. man were motoring through West lecJ,ion contest.
presents "The Automatic Butler," a Rockport Sunday their car skidded.
Comique Theatre a trac ions for
farce In three acts
turned turtle and narrowly missed a
Tue?1^' B* Cl,ty„B1*S'
Feb. 22- Washington's Birthday.
Feb. 22-Third annual Coast Guard pole. The occupants were uninjured. Wednesday and Thursday. John Barball. Temple hall.
but the car had to go into drydock. r>™re
Bln °{B
Feb 24 Camden -- Fifty-first Annual
___
Friday, "Crooner; Saturday, double
Ball of Atlantic Engine Co., at tbe Opera
feature
program
with "Miracle Man."
House
The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday at 'and "Saddle Buster."
June 14-1S—Grand Army and allied
2 30 with Mrs. Margaret Crie, 1C Sumbodies meet In Bangor.
Regular meeting of the auxiliary

YOU CAN’T AFFORD TO MISS IT!
STOP !

SAVE MONEY !

FINAL CLEARANCE SALE
Whole Stock Must Go

—

Store Closed Wednesday

Starts Thursday Morning, Jan. 26, at 9.30

Sensational
s Offerings

I

LOOK AT THESE BARGAINS
Children's Coats, sizes 3 to 6; cap to match .... $1.98
Big lot of Wool and Silk Dresses, sizes 14 to
48................................................................................ 298

$ 1.25 Umbrellas.

Now................................................. 88

Gingham, Percale and Outing; yard......................... 07

Voiles and Rayons, values to 50c.

Now ...... «12l/2

Children’s Heavy Winter Underwear .......................19

Children s Hose ................................................................05
House Dresses............................................................

-39

$1.50 Clocks ..................................................................... 98
1 2 M All Silk Pongee, natural color; yard............... 17

Ladies’ Rayon and Silk Undies, Bloomers, Vests
Panties, Step-ins, Gowns and Slips. Your
choice .....................................................................
.39

SEE OUR BARGAINS ON THE NINE CENT
TABLE

E. B. HASTINGS <S CO.
ROCKLAND. MAINE.

1
i

WITH THE BOWLERS

City girls gave the locals was even
worse for they won by 166 pins Em
ery had high string <105) but high
Smith possibly because
of her odd name. The scores:
Men's Game
, Augusta—G. Goggin 523. C. Croteau
470. L Ladd 507. C. Goodwin 491, j
B Goggin 556. total 2547.
Recreation—Rogers 510, Kaler 461.
Stewart 488. Martin 479. Fitzgerald
468. total 2406.

The Augusta teams came again to
the Recreation alleys Friday night
-XX.
and were recipients of 100 per cent
hospitality, being presented with the
keys to the city and both games.
The men's game left Rockland with
the appearance of having been struck
by a cyclone, as it was 141 pins astern
when the bell rang. B Goggin had
high single < 134» and it helped give
him the highly creditable five-string
Girls' Game
total of 556. No wonder Augusta
Augusta—Emery 429. Pierce 399.
won!
Smith 469. Overlock 446, Towle 443.
The spanking which the Capital total 2181
Recreation—Emery 387. Lawry 355. j
Haskell 438. Seavey 425, Allen 410.
total 2015.
• • • •
High scores at the Star Alleys last j
week were: C. Lawry. 123; J Cobb,
119; B Smith, 118.
• • • •
It is rumored that Manager John
Thomas with A. C. McLoon as part
ner would like to roll a 10-strlng
match at the Star Alleys with two
others of their age—some two who
would make a little opposition. Local
experts claim John and Bert can
hold their own with any two bowlers
In thc State of their own age. Both
are considerably past 40, they admit.

GENERAL NEWSPAPER SERVICE
lumifhef thc advertising

ammunition to blast out con
tainer indifference to your talef

FBRUARY
ISSUE
here FREE at

appeal

now

LOOK !

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

ADVANTAGES OF

QUIX-A-WINK
Self-Rising Flour
1.

2.

3.

DEPENDABLE
Self-rising flour is a pre-measured and mixed
flour. Contains pure calcium phosphate and
soda for leavening and salt for seasoning.

ECONOMICAL
No baking powder, soda or salt are needed with
self-rising flour—a saving of 40c to 50c on every
24 lb. bag. Use less eggs, too!
SAVES TIME
Saves 25' i to 60', of the time required to bake
with plain flour. No baking powder, soda or
salt to measure and mix.

• V » •

Rockland has material enough for
several two-man teams and It has
been suggested that a league be
formed, the winners to take on a
team from Camden or perhaps Au
gusta. Owing to general conditions
it has been a hard job to get flve
men fcr each team during the winter
season.
• • • •
When a bowler rolls a string of 128
he feels that he has a good score,
but Leo Brault was low man with
Clarence Carr at the Recreation
Alleys recently. Clarence rolled 153
against it and Leo paid. Tough!
• • • •
The sweepstakes at the Star Alleys
last night resulted thus: Stewart 626.
Carr 601. Lawry 589, Martin 575. Bea
ton 549, Cavanaugh 497
"Ty" Cobb entertained the boys last
night with a 10-string exhibition in
which he made these scores: 96, 140,
144. 96. 97. 124. 134. 115, 88, 111—total
1145 And it wasn't much of a night
for “Caleb" cither.
Texaeos 5, Gulf Refining 0

The oil boys fought it out at the
Recreation Alleys last night, and the
Texaeos stole the show. Daris had
high string (107) but John McLoon
had no near competitors for high
total. The summary:
Texaeos—A. C. McLoon 255, Cook
282, Daris 269, Marshall 263, J Mc
Loon 298, total 1357.
Gulf Refining —Schelllnger 264,
Seavey 256, Clarke 256, Dummy 235.
Martin 265. total 1276.

WARREN
The plays, "Squaring It With the
Boss." and "His Butler’s Wife." spon
sored by Mystic Rebekah Lodge
scheduled for Jan. 26 are postponed
to Feb. 2 because of Illness in the 1
cast.

4.

HEALTHFUL
Self-rising flour is nutritious. It contains the cal
cium and phosphate so vital to the building of
sturdy bones and teeth.
For Cakes and Biscuits

5
5
5
5
5

Pound Bag Granulated Com Meal ...................... 18
Pound Bag Bolted Corn Meal............................... 19
Pound Bag Winter Graham.................................... 25
Pound Bag Rye Meal .............................................. 30
Pound Bag Breakfast Food.................................... 30
This Ls a wheat rereal: recipe on the bag for muffins.
These cereals are perfectly frsh and this means a lot
on cereals.

Another lot of those Wonderful Waldo County
Potatoes, bushel ...................................................... 55
5 Pound Pkg. Franklin Mills Flour......................... 42
All the wheat that’s fit to eat. A new low price.

If you are not already using it, we want you to try
DIAMOND W all-round flour,—entirely at our risk.
For 25 years it has maintained an established repu
tation for quality, many of our customers will use no
other
Economical, too,—less shortening is required,
fry DIAMOND W,—then try to leave it.

J. A. JAMESON CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
FREE DELIVERY
TELEPHONES 17 OR 18
"Good Flours Make Good Cooks Better"

THE STORY

"The professor and his daughter
checked out this forenoon." was the
CHAPTER I.—Having
demoninformation given him. “They have
etrated the power of an extraordi
friends here—the Stillings—and
nary silencer, the "Black Box.'
which he has perfected, Owen Lan
Mr. Stillings came after them."
dis, young inventor, in the little j
"Did Mr. Canby go with them?"
town of Carthage, confides to his I
chum, Wally Markham, lhat he
"Oh. no. he's still with us."
fears the device, if exploited, might
As Landis was turning away In,
be used for evil purposes.
That
night the black box is stolen from
came face to face with Starbuck.
a safe in Landis' laboratory.
“I was hoping I might run across
CHAPTER II.—Landis tells Mark
one or both of you," gold the mine
ham the only person, beside him- .
''Wherenlavuts
self, knowing the combination of j owner, hospitably.
tha safe. Is Betty Lawson, with
Is Walter?"
whom the Inventor ia In love. Mark
“He has gone up to shave; he
ham takes a plaster cast of a wom
an's footprint, found beneath the
said he was too sleepy to do it when
window of the laboratory.
he caine in this morning. Shall we
CHAPTER 1IL—Betty, daughter
hunt tip a couple of chairs and wait
of a college professor. Is well
for him?"
known to Markham. Both he and
When they found chaira, StarLandis believe her to be above sus
picion, but to assure himself he
buck said, "I've Just been reading
takes an opportunity to fit the cast
In the evening paper of another
to one of Betty's shoes. They are
identical. Betty tells him Herbert
showdown by the bandits—at the
Canby, a stranger ip town, who Is
Cinnabar mine, over on the other
posing as a "promoter," had driven
her home from the theater the prev
side of the range. Maybe you heard
ious night, and that she had dosed
of It as you came along? Or did
In the car. Markham does not tell
Landis of hia discovery. That the
you come in by the Red Horse Pass
girl should have deliberately stolen
road?"
thr Invention from Landis' safe Is
unthinkable, but the evidence of
“No; we came the other way—
the piaster cast eeems to prove she
by the mine. We got there pretty
was present at the time of the rob
bery.
soon after the fact."
"Hid you see Broughton?"
CHAPTER IV.—Markham, vaguely suspicious of Canby's honesty,
“Yes. We'd met him earlier. He
searches his hotel room. In his ab
was down at the railroad atation
sence. He finds hidden there two
loaded automatic revolvers and a
with a truck and an armed guard,
complete set of burglar's tools.
waiting for his payroll money, when
Canby, returning, brings the re
volvers and burglar's kit to the
we stopped to ask our way."
hotel clerk, claiming to have just
“Tlie paper says there's a mys
found them In his room. That night
the safe in the bank of the small
tery : that there was a gun fight in
town of Perthdale ia blown open
which the two commissary guards
and looted, the noise of lhe explos
were killed, and that nobody In the
ion being unheard. Satisfied lhat his
"black box" is in the hands of
ramp heard the firing or the explo
crooks and Is beUig put to the uses
sion that wrecked the safe and the
he feared, Landis, with Markham,
drives at once to Perthdale.
building. I can't sabe that. I
know the mine layout; been there
CHAPTER V._At Perthdale they
flnd confirmation of their tears.
any number of times. The commis
Three strangers, riding tn a Fleetsary site isn't much over a hundred
wing. and claiming to be business
men of Louisville, are the only pos
yards from Broughton's bungalow.
sible suspects Markham and Lan
dis decide to follow them, although | Don't seem believable that nobody
advices from Louisville seem to
heard the racket."
guarantee the standing of the three.
Before Landis could reply. Mark
At St. Joseph Markham sees Can
by's car. a Nordyke.
He learns
ham stepped out of a descending
C.-nby Is driving west, with Be'ty
elevator.
Lawson and her father as his guests
In the car. The Fleetwing. Mark- J
"I was hoping we might eat with
hams car. and the Nordyke, from
you. Cousin William." he said.
a procession on the Pikes Peak
highway.
Then, "Been digging Into Owen a
bit to find out what he Is made of?'
CHAPTER VL—While he and
1-ardis are sleeping. Markham's car
“We've heen talking about this
Is stolen and wrecked. He buys an
ruction over at Stan Broughton's
other. and they go on. On the road
mine. Mr. Ijtndis tells me you Just
to the mining town of Copah they
get news of the Fleetwing ahead of
missed heing In the thick of It."
them.
At a hotel in Copah they
“We did. Shall we go in to din
meet Betty. She is surprised at their
presence in the West, and explains
ner?"
,h« reason for her and her father's
As was most natural, lhe table
Journey. Markham overhears a eon- 1
versation between Canby and the
talk centered upon the crime of the
three Louisville men which con
night before, and the mystery which
vinces him he ia on the right track
seemed to be the chief feature of
CHAPTER
VII.—Markham and
It. But there was no mention made
latndls follow the three men In the
Fleetwing. They flnd the comraliof the three men who had so unac
aary of the Cinnabar mine has been
countably disappeared somewhere
held up and robbed and two men
killed. Again there was no sound
on the eastward road.
of the explosion. At Brewster they
It was after coffee had heen
learn of the arrival of Canby and
his party. Markham meeta a distant
served that Landis saw a tnan rise
relative. William Starbuck, mine
from his seat at a table on the oth
owner. He gives them some informa
tion which piles up the evidence as
er side of the room and come across
to Canby's crookedness.
In their direction, though he did
not recognize the man as Canby
until the promoter was beside them,
CHAPTER VIII
and saying. "Well, well I See who's
here! Betty was telling me last
A Lott Trail.
night that yon two were in Copah,
«QOME man—that!" said l-andls
hut she didn't say anything about
‘7 praisefully, after Starbuck
your coming on to Brewster." Then.
had gone. "What do you think of
“How do. Mr. Starbuck."
the glimpse he gave ng of Canby's
The three who were finishing
record?"
their dinner reacted to the Intru
"What I think will be embodied
sion, each after his kind. latndis
ln a wire tip to dad. Don't you
said nothing; Starbuck nodded,
want to wire your folk*—Just to let
said, “How!" and went on sipping
them know you are still on earth?”
his coffee. Markham bridged the
"I will, now that we seem to have
gap. chatting easily for a moment
landed somewhere."
After they had sent their respec or two with the intruder, account
ing for himself and Landis as va
tive messages, they set out on a
cation runaways from the home
tour of Inquiry, hoping to get somp
town, with no particular object tn
trace of the Fleetwing Eight snd
view, and expressing, In his turn,
Its passengers, taking the entire
afternoon for IL It was an after surprise that Canby could lear him
noon wasted. In the round of In self away from the Carthage pro
motion scheme, even for the pleasquiry only one circumstance de
veloped which might have some j ure of a motor trip in such good
bearing upon the mystery. This ! company as the professor and his
pretty daughter.
was In the public garage where
At this last, the good-looking
Canby was keeping his Nordyke.
When they questioned the proprie [ young promoter laughed and said,
“Good company is right. But It so
tor about the Fleetwing, he said he
happened that I could combine busi
had put up only one car that had
ness with pleasure. As you will
come from the east that morning,
testify. Mr. Starbuck. I still have
namely. Canby’s limousine. I^andis
a stake in the Timanyonl, in the
asked If he could fix the time of
Quavapai."
the limousine's arrival.
“Cm," said the elderly mine own
“Why, yes,” was the rpply, “it
er.
was Just about five o’clock.”
"Thought I'd take a few days off
"More mystery," said Landis, as
they left the place. "Tou remem and run out to see how we are get
ting along," Canby went on glibly;
ber what the hotel clerk said this
then, to the two Carthaginians.
morning when we got in—which
"We'll have to get together and do
was a little after five o’clock?"
a bit of sightseeing. I assure you
“Don't know as I do. 1 was
the Timanyonl ls worth it."
pretty tired and sleepy."
As Canhy returned to his table.
"You asked him If he had any
Starbuck closed ODe eye slowly and
body else from the east and he said.
said, "Did you two young fellows
'Yes,' a party of three—came in a
follow that crook out here?"
couple of houra ago. Then he told
Markham answered truthfully.
us who the three people were."
"No; we are both Inclined to think
“I see now what you are getting
it was the oilier way round—that
at. That leaves two hours unac
he followed us. Anyhow, he was
counted for between the time Canby
behind ns for a good part of the
reached Brewster snd the time he
way. And his surprise Just now st
put his car up In the garage. Ques
i seeing us here was a fake. He
tion: can we flnd out what he did
knew three days ago that we were
ln those two hours?"
j headed this way."
"That’s It. If we can. I have a
Silence for a minute, and then
notion that we shall flnd out what
1 Starbuck spoke again.
has become of the Fleetwing
"Tell me, Walter, have you got
bunch."
anything on Canby?"
Returning to the hotel, they were
"No; but now he Is here, and
fully agreed that the only remain I we're here, we'll try to keep cases
ing chance of tracing the missing
on him, if only for the sake of en
three was through Canby, since his
lightening some of our good friends
connection with them had been con
In the home town. As I told yon,
clusively proved. Markham went
he ls trying to put over a lead some
«p to shave, while Landis went to
thing like the one he engineered
the desk to hava his card sent up I here lae'
—1th—so my fa

to iha
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ther thinks—Just about "aa much
profit to the investors in It."
“In that case—Just a word to tha
wise, Walter. Slip a gun In your
Jeans if you’re going lo keep tab on
this rooster. There were some
queer doings here in connection
with the bauxite mine deal that
never did get Into daylight."
That night, as they were return
ing to the hotel after an evening
spent with Starbuck in the all-butdeserted mansion in the mesa sub
urb they had turned a corner, when
three dark figures darted across the
street to their rear. Before they
could face about. Lntulis was stag
goring from a blow on the head, and
Markham was doing his best as r
skillful amateur boxer front alia
ing his companion's fat*
Fortunately the best was fslrly
good. A Jab to the solar plexus
sent one of the assailants groaning.
In the glister, and a hook lo the Jaw
discouraged another.
But the
third man hit Markham's guarding
arm a paralyzing blow with some
heavy weapon and was swinging
for a second wlvn help came In
the shape of a night patrolman
turning the corner. "Hey—officer!"
Markham shouted. As the police
man came ou the run. the two who
were still afoot darted away, and
the third man scramliled to his
feet and bolted before the officer
could come up.
“Now then—what's all this?" de
manded tbe majesty of tbe law.

!
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DEAD SEA SUPPLIES
LIFE-GIVING SALTS

Mexican Art Treasure*
Among World’s Richest

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

Of

~ °
J
WALTER
If the rare paintings and other
I---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------- •
NEW YORK TRUMBULL
art treasures that are in the
i
churches of Mexico or have been
7" 4
5
r 7 & 9 IO
1
Transportation Limit* Out placed In hiding to prevent theft or
There was a crooner In New York
li
13
destruct lou were gathered Into one
long before any of the recent crop
put of Chemical*.
collection, they would astonish the I
but he didn't use a microphone or
1^
lb
IU
P
a megaphone. Aa a matter ot fact,
Washington.—With wheat al the world, declared Jose Sepulveda, an j
nrtist
of
Madrid,
who
has
been
when I first heard him do his stuff,
lowest price since 1591, and other
io 1 il
W 19
Ib
the radio was not very well known.
agriculture I products selling at a inakiug a study of these relics.
He pointed out that the Catholic
w:
It was Just one of those new fangled
fraction of earlier prices, world
ft
IS
2.4
Lb
LI
miracle* of science. Tlie only prop
geography played a paradoxical church was very rich In the Sevenerty the crooner of whom I am
(rick when fertilizer material from tenth century and amply able to
fo
30
31
17
send
works
of
art
of
great
value
apeaking used was a straightthe Dead sea recently arrived In
to Mexico and other colonies. It
Wt
backed chair. He used to tip that
New York.
u
3b
34
against the wall, almost close hia
Although lhe commercial exploi was also the period when art flour
eyes, and then do his stuff. Usu
tation of the salts of the Dead sea ished at Its best In Spain—when
i 4o
41
37
ally be might be found ln The Play
is the result of experiments parried Murillo lived and Seville was a
great
art
center.
ers and, if he felt lu the mood to
on by M. A, Novonieysk.v since 1911,
From about the year 11W0 there
41
43
44 1 45
entertain, although I think he en
it was an American who made the
tertained himself aa well as others,
first modern exploration of the "Sea lived In Mexico for 40 years two ar
4* 1 50
51 52
47 i 46
Mb
there was always a group around
of Death." W. F. Lynch's amusing tists who were skilled copyists and
Imitators.
These
were
Baltasar
him. When he wished, he could
adventures with camels and flat [
54
5b
57
53
55
sing loud and true. In a full Irish
boats, nearly a century ago, result Echave and his wife, known as La
voice, but it was best when he threw
ed in a workmanlike survey of the Sumya. They painted In both the
b! 1 i bl
SB
bo
his head back, lowered hia Inahes
Dead sea and its amazing proper Italian and Dutch styles and Echave
ties. This deepest hole in the world, . often Imitated Titian fairly well.
on hia cheeks, and crooned sad
1
Other Spanish artists who emi
fcb
b3
85
outside the ocean basins, is the
songs In that sort of husky, heartJ
f
subject of a bulletin from the Na grated to thia country and lived and
searching whisper. They tell me
bfe
1
painted here throughout the Sev
t>7
b9
that Joe Kerrigan Is In Hollywood
tional Geographic society.
enteenth century established what
Sea Once Much Larger.
I now and doing well. He should,
1
Is known as the old Mexican school
71
I because he's a fine actor; but I'd
"Before Behring straits separated and left many good works—many
like to hear him singing those
Alaska from Asin aud before the so good that It Is not easy to es
songs to himself again.
Straits of Dover marked off Eng tablish their Identity and distin
* • •
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
land from France, the Dead sea was guish them from the Old world
1-Formerly (Poet.)
15-Dirt
50-Seatoning
There are a lot of good newspa
four times its present length and work.
17-Stagnation of the
5-Drets fabric (pl.)
53-Golf mounds
per men who are out of Jobs In
its level was lhat of the Mediter
blood
11- Small piece of rock 55-Man's name
New York today, but one of them
ranean," says the bulletin. "Most
20-Chooae
12— 1* indignant
57-Part of a ship
got a break. He knows a Judge who
of the salts from that larger sea Stinkwood Tree Source
23-Oogma
5*-Wr»thful
14-Praetiee
appointed him receiver for a res25-Wandered from the
still remain In the smaller evapora
16-Leavea of a flower 60-Shabby
of Much-Prized Lumber
tauranL which liad failed. When
truth
42-Prefix. Three
1*-Point of compass
tion pan now known as the Dead
the newspaper man took charge, he
In a forest ot South Africa there
28-Sight (Scot.)
(abbr.)
63-A dull brown,
sea. From pipes sunk 175 fqet bo
couldn't understand the failure, aa
30-Bargelns
19-Not poetic
cerium silicate
low the surface of this natural con grows a tree with a hard fine wood
65-Deny the truth of
33-Variant of meas*
21- Lease again
the place appeared to be doing a
centrate compounded by sun and but a very ugly name,
35-Petition
22- Grade
67-Removed
good business.
He wns used tn
Stinkwood it was called by the
wind, a new chemical company is
37-Pertainlng to
69- Living
24-Passageway
digging up stories, so he set him
now pumping saline water. Thia early Dutch settlers, who made
poetry
2(-0irl'e name
70- Revivet
self to digging up the trouble. He
super sea waler. so dense thnt or wagons from It. and later found
7,-Network
3*-Tendered
27-Woody plants
found that most of the employees
lhat
a
stinkwood
log
was
go
hard
ganic life cnnnol exist In it. la
29-Jeert
39-Sete of worker*
VERTICAL
were making all the money. Dining
spread out into 508 acres of arti lhat it would burn for three days.
31- Country thorough
41-Tending to eruption
room and kitchen force each had
1- Airy
44-Chumt
fares (abbr.)
ficial evaporation pans contained by Now we make furniture of it.
It* method of graft. The new man
Unfortunately the number of
2- Egge of flth
47-One who tear*
32- Animate (abbr.)
flve miles of dikes. The savage sun
ager got new help, put tn a differ
3- Break suddenly
49-Sly (Scot.)
34-Small part
does most of the work, but 4011 these trees will not last for many
ent system, and created wiial looks
3*-East Indies (abbr.) 4- Earth (Let.)
51-Cut
Arab and Jewish laborers are al more years, for every time a stink
5- A plant (pl.)
52- Great lake
37-Weatel-like animal
like a permanent Job for himself.
ready employed In 'mining' the wood tree ia cut down two or three
6- Musical note
54-A stalk
* * •
40-Bank official (pl.)
hundred years must pass before an
precious sails from the sen.
7- Small snake
56-Boy'a name
42-Preposition
The
dignity
of
a young army offi
other
can
take
its
place.
“Four principal salts are being
8- Equal
59-Englieh school
3-Robber
cer wns seriously injured when he
It seems, too, that there Is no
extracted: muriate of potash, used
9- Penetrate
5-Horned animal
61-Ameriean university
climbed recently to the top of a
in the manufacture of fertilizer; stinkwood in any other part of the
10-0lder
64-Point of compass
♦5-A newt
Fifth avenue bus. As he made hia
11- Mieter (Sp )
(abbr.)
bromine, used In tnedicinps, photog world, though the tree is thought
4*-Title of former
way forward In the aisle, a near
13- Thin
66-Small bird
Russian rulers
raphy and dye-milking; chloride of not to have belonged originally to
sighted old lady took him for the
14- Remainder
(8-Yew (0b«.)
(pl)
magneaium. used tn textile and ce South Africa, aa the natives have
conductor and handed him her dime.
ment manufacture, and common no name for IL In cases of this
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
* • *
salt, formerly a Turkish monopoly. sort it is usually found that the
tree
has
been
brought
from
some
One
of
the
men who sell flowers
777
Book-Binding
Phrase
T
“From this sea in which nothing
C s 5
ft
w A S t|e
from a wagon decided tn try an
•-an live, finer crops are to come. | other country, but If this is so the
M c C o
N C A
C A T Im
The term forage painting, used In
other locality, but the horse had
N A P
Salts which failed to heal Herod's place from which the stinkwood
A R c JmIa T U R C D
bookbinding, is a corruption of the
other Ideas, propped itself and re
E
illness will help in world healing. really came is atlll a mystery.
CCD E E N 1 0
R
word fore edge, used to describe
fused to move. After trying vainly
T R A i |r|o R □
c 1 D E (?
Although the pillar nf solid salt
the delicate painting or decoration
to reason with the balky animal, the
T E C
which Is pointed nut as 'Ixvt's wife*
RE
0
applied
to
the
extreme
front
edges
Correcting Uncle John
owner decided to give it time to
still rises on the slope of Jebel Us0BQ R E * s
of the book. When tlie hook was
Uncle John was explaining to his
change it* mind and stepped into
dum, close by the Dead sea shore, |
closed only blotches or masses of
an adjacent store to buy some to
common salt, a byproduct of the little nieces the mysteries of bird
B
color
showed,
but
when
the
leaves
bacco. A policeman came along,
Palestine Potash company, sets np migration. He described how the
of
the
book
were
partially
spread
followed the man Inside, ond threat
a strong competition In the local swallows and martins come from
delicate
tracery,
artistic
designs,
and
far-off lands In early summer, and
ened him with arrest. “You left
market.
sometimes elaborate pictures were
your animal unhitched and It might
□0B
“Five and a hnlf miles of new return to warmer climates when
revealed.
Samuel
Mearne,
hookrun away and hurt somebody," he
mad link the seaside factory with autumn comes along.
binder
to
King
Charles
II
of
Eng

□□□Tin
Little Phyllis was very Interested.
aald. The man explained and wpnt
the well-paved ‘road to Jeriehod
land,
ia
credited
with
originating
tills
“Do all tbe birds go away?" ahe
out with the officer to prove that
made famous by the Gtaal Samari
form of decoration.
.
, he was telling the truth. When last
tan ; hut the limiting factor in pres asked.
"No. dear," replied uncle. "Only
seen the two of them had made
ent operations is not the low price
Gibraltar's Conformation
Back Seat Driving
no Impression on the horse. Like
of chemicals but the availability a few of them."
The highest point of.the Rock of
“Does the robin go?"
David Harum'a famous animal. It
Held Legitimate
of transportation. Diesel engined
Gibraltar is at tlie north end, toward
“No. dear,” answered uncle. "The
trucks now haul the chemicals ont
Topeka. Kan.—In a unique de- I demonstrated that It would stand
Spain. The highest point of the
without hitching.
of the world's deepest land depres robin Just gets himself a new red
riaion the State Supreme court
rock is 1,596 feet above sea level. Its
• • *
sion and up to the Judean plateau. j waistcoat and stays.”
held the "back-seat driver" has
There was a long pause, and then
north fare Is almost perpendicular.
When in Florida Inst winter. I
At Jerusalem it is loaded in trains
a right to interfere with the
It terminates at its southern extrem
was told that the authorities were
bound to Egypt, Jaffa or Haifa. Phyllis said, thoughtfully: “I don't
frontseat driver.
ity in Europa point, which runs
having considerable trouble with
Within ten years of commencing think that's right. Uncle John. I've
The court added that not only
down to the sea. The west side is
vandals and tramps who broke into
operations, the new company agrees seen heaps of robins wearing red
had the occupant of the rear seat
less steep than the east, and be i the right in give instructions, hut
closed houses. Recently 1 was told
to produce a thousand tons of waistcoats, but never one with
stays!"—Boston Globe.
tween its base and the sea is a nar
of a man who had a method of in
potassium chloride a week.
that it was bis. or her. duty to
row level, on which the town ia
suring a Long Island shore hnngawarn of approaching danger.
Depreaaion Now Malaria-Free.
built.
William G. Carter suffered I low against depredations. His sys
"In spite of the nlroost inexhaust
Truncheon Only Weapon
tem was to leave a flve-dollarhlll on
from the decision. He was de
ible supply of Dead sea salts, there
A wooden truncheon, or staff,
Many Speciea of Bamboo
a table with a note, which asked
nied
the
right
tn
collect
damseems little chance of flooding the made of cocus wood, 15 Inches long,
The bamboo Is classified aa a
anyone breaking into the place to
agets for personal injuries from
market unless agricultural condi with a leather strap to secure it to grass. There are more than 200
take the money and leave the place
the Missouri Pacific railroad.
tions alter radically. The demand tlie wrist, la the traditional weapon
species of about 20 genera of these
Carter had been injured while | undisturbed. In at least one In
for potash has doubled every dec of the metropolitan police force of perennial, mostly treelike, tropical
stance It worked.
being driven by his daughter-inade in recent times. At present
London. Revolvers are kept only at
and subtropical grasses.
* * .
law.
3.000,000 tons of muriate of potash the stations, to be issued In special
When
the
actors
’ dinner club had
Hia suit for damages came to
a year are produced, principally In cases where there ia reason to be
Prosperity
to move, due to the fset that the
the
Supreme
court.
That
body
Germany and AI sure-Lorraine
lieve that encounters with armed
Prosperous meant. In ancient
quarters donated to the club were
held that he. as a back seat driv
"There is gold in the Dead sen criminals are likely to occur. Mount
Greece, hopeful. Only in late Roinao
rented, nobody felt worse about It
er.
was
guilty
of
contributory
water—as there is in the waters of ed police have longer truncheons.
times did the world become identi
negligence end not entitled to 1 than Louise Carver Duthie. Louise
every sea—but no process for get Tbe metropolitan police ordera pro fied with hopefulness rewarded or
bed been brought Into the dinner
damages.
ting It out commercially has been vide that truncheons are to be used
success or fortune.
club by an actor who recognized
developed.
only In extreme cases, and whenever
1 her at another member of the un
“For centuries the Ghor. as the used by a constable must be sub
employed. George Duthie, the actor
Arabs call the great depression of mitted to the station officer for sub
In charge of the pantry atock, put
the Dead sea. has been an unhealthy sequent Inspection.
the rescuer to work as a bus boy
locality. The local population—ex
and struck by her wistful glance,
cepting the hordes of prewar pit
adopted Ixxulse, even giving her his
grims and tonrisls who crowded
Inauguration Day
laat name. So for some time past
the Jericho road nt Easter time—
The Continental congress, on Sep
Ixiulae has been living in the store
was confined to a few miserable tember 13, 1788, selected the first i
room absorbing an atmosphere of
Arabs with negroid features. One Wednesday In the following March
drama and canned goods, and a
triumph of the new company has as the day on which proceedings
general stage education. Any time
been Its health record. The former under the federal Constitution j
that a New York producer has a
pest-hole is now a healthy spot In should begin. On that day. which J
milk fed role for a black and while
spite of the terrific heat, for ma happened to be March 4. the terms
kitten, ahe will be ready.
laria, a former scourge, has been of congressmen and executives be
*. HU, Bell Syndicate.—WNU terelea
abolished.
gan. Aa the terms of these officers '
"The millions of tons of salts to were set for two. four and six
Blind Horse Overturn*
be hauled from the Dead sea will years. It follows that they always
Hive; I* Stung to Death
probably avoid the present 4.000
begin and expire on March 4.
foot ellnib to Jerusalem by means
The period between election and
Greensburg.—A blind horse over
of a railway which may be built Inauguration was made as great as
turned a hive of bees while graz
up the Jordan valley to Beisan, it la because of the time required i
ing, causing Its own death and se
historic site where the plain of Es- for communication and travel lo j
rious Illness of Its owner, George
those days between such distant |
draelon breaks away to the Ghor.
Roett. The angry swarm of bees
From Beisan the chemicals will go
states as New Hampshire and
atung Roett and the horse many
to Haifa, there to be transshipped Georgia and the capitaL
time*, and for hours prevented
Into ocean liners accommodated be.
other members of the family from
bind the fine new breakwater, which
reaching their home.
Self-Revelation
Is reaching out from Mount Carmel
We ourselves are the real word,
toward Acre."
the life utterance which speech
Marriage Rush Seen
often falsifies. There are face* J
Sound Device to Lure
which never deceive nor mislead
Sign of Prosperity
Mo*quitoe* to Death us. A spiritual nature can but be
Hempstead, L. I.—The 100
Washington.—F. L. Knowles, as frank and honest, because its foun
marriage licenses Issued In the
sistant physicist of the public dation stones are laid in the truth,
town of Hempstead during No
and
It
knows
that
nothing
else
!
health service, has devised a new
vember are an optimistic sign of
holds. It is In us as human be j
sound machine which he hopeV will
quick return of prosperity, Wil
ings Instinctively to recognize and
lure mosquitoes to their death in
liam Valentine, deputy town
hate Insincerity. Nobody is In the
swarms. By setting the device to
clerk, said. It was the heaviest
end deceived by expression which
reproduce exactly the sounds made
Issue of marriage licenses for
is merely outward and perfunctory.
by mosquitoes, Knowles believes It
November in history, Mr. Valen
Our
Inner
life
la
transparent;
It
may be possible to attract the In
tine said, and larger than for
cannot conceal itself; if it is a true
sects in closely packed groups
any month since last June.
New Yark-Parit Patkiana
life It has no need-or desire of con
which can easily be destroyed.
UERE Is one of tbe most ettrac- ehoulder cover, which is also re
cealment.—Lucy Larcom.
1 live of the new evening gowns, movable (at the left).
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Markham Was Doing Hia Beat, aa a
Skillful Amateur Boxer, to Keep
From Sharing Hia Companion's
Fate.

"Was them fellies tryin’ to hold ye
up? Which way did they go?"
"Down that alley." and as the pa
trolman gave chase, Markham
turned to Ijtndls, who was holding
bis head in his hands.
"Bad hurt, Owen?"
“Sandbagged—knocked the senses
out of me for a minute. What did
they do to you?"
"Nothing much. Can you navi
gate?"
"I can walk all right. Sudden,
wasn't it? What are they? Stickup men?"
“I'm wondering. There was nn
'hands-up!' about IL They acted
more like hired killers. The first
one I hit had hia knife out. There
It Is now. in the gutter." and he
atooped and picked up a vicious
weapon with an eight-inch blade
and a long handle. “Well keep this
for a souvenir."
In their rooms at the hotel they
took account of their casualties.
They were not serious. Then they
examined the knife Wally had
picked up.
It wag plainly of foreign manu
facture, and on the smooth bone
handle was carved a Spanish word
which neither of them could trans
late.
“Mexicans," said Markham; “I
thought they were. H'ra; so they
kill flrst and rob afterward, do
they? And we had two perfectly
good guns which we were careful
to leave locked op safely here In
the room! Never again. Owen, m.v
boy. We go heeled after thia. Let a
turn in and forget it."
TO BL CONTINUED

Billy is quite an artist ami here
wc find him putting thc finishing
louchcs on a portrait which ht
claims is quite popular just now
If you wish to sec it, take your
pencil and join al, thc numbered
dots together, starting with do'
lumber one and ending with dot
lumber fifty.

□
§

□So

Velvet and Gold for Evening

Old Engliih Cuitom

The members of the house of comj mons, London, must ..remove their
hats when coming In, going out, or
making a speech. In short, when
ever they are on their feet. But
when seated, hats are worn.—Coltier’s Weekly.
------------------------------ -

l...... . ...........

Gilchrest
Monumental Work*
Main Street
Thomaston, Maine
ARTI8TIC MEMORIALS
Telephone Connection

from Boue Soeurs In New York. It |
is modeled of Coppella, a new ver
sion of transparent velvet, and 1* a
double duty frock designed along
flattering and slenderizing line*
When worn with the cape-like
shoulder throw, which is lined with
gold metal cloth (at the right) it ia
quite another gown from what tt ia
with this feature omitted leaving
tbe back with the UtUe. triangular

Tbe metal cloth is used, also, to
line the little sash bark bow and
the hem of tho skirt with a short
silt ln the back. Either worn with
the cape-throw, or with the back
only covered by the little triangu
lar shoulder piece, or with that
piece removed, and the gown quite
frankly an opera frock, tt has a
great deal of sophisticated slier**

IN FIGHTING AGAINST

FLU-GRIP
Keen the bowels open and take

BROWN’S RELIEF
on arising and retiring
. . . Norway Medicine Co, 1-tl

«

Every-Other-Day

COMPLEXIONS
THAT FASCINATE
-e&en in ttnuptthoia

wjoso*

cw»*w'
Even a snapshot can reveal no flaw
in the exquisite complexions of the
Hollywood stars! Laughingly they
face the camera . . . serenely confi
dent of the smooth perfection of
their lovely skin.
How do they keep this irresistible
charm? “Wc use Lux Toilet Soap
for clear, smooth skin," say these
three radiant girls. Actually 9 out of
every 10 stars you see on the screen
use this gentle care.
Foil Iry lhe Reanly Snap of lhe Slurs!
Begin today to use fragrant, white
Lux Toilet Soap reyularly for glamor
ously lovely skin!

MANGER

500

ROOMS
With BATH

RADIO IN EVERY ROOM

MIAMI, FLORIDA
The moM Int.reslinv spot In
the Eastern Hemisphere dur
ing the winter months.

HOTEL URMEY

In the heart of all activities.
Beautiful rooms and high
class service.
r _
\ Modern Fireproof Struc
ture. Every room steam heated
Rates: (European Plan)
Single rooms |2.M) per day
upwards
Double rooms tt.OO per day
upwards
A Laura Jacobsen Caff
the /ti
Building
'*■
I Ownership-Manarement
' WILLIAM M. URMEY

Don’t Cough
USE

McCARTTS
It is an old fashioned cough mix
ture ^nadc from a formula handed
dowtl from our grandmother’s
tlme< Used for coughs and ordi
nary Throat Irritations.

Price 50c Bottle
SOLD BY

D. L. McCARTY
THE NORTHEND DRUGGIST
ROCKLAND, ME.
Mail Orders Filled
1-tf

VINALIIAVEN A ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves Swan s Island at 5.3(
A M Stonington 6 25, North Haven 7.25.
Vinalhaven 8 15. due to arrive at Rock
land about ».'«».
Return—Leaves Rocklanu at l.ou <*. a*.,
Vinalhaven 2 45. North Haven 3 30. Ston
ington at 4 40; due to arrive at Swan's
Island about 6 00 P. M.
B H. STINSON.

UH.W

Light Trucking
Parcel Delivery

Family Washings
Called For and Delivered

Tel. 106-R

PANAMA CANAL HAS
FEW INTERRUPTIONS
High Flood Cause of Re
cent Traffic Suspension.
Washington.—Too much wuter.
where engineers liad feared there
might sometime be too little, made
necessary the closing of the Pan
ama canal to (rattle for the better
part of a duy a few weeks ago. The
reason for thc suspension was an
unusnully high flood ln the Chagres
river which discharged into the
canal, makes possible (latun lake
through which ships pass, and Is
the chief source of water for op
erating the locks. A special dam
to cost $15,500,000, Is under con
struction now, designed to prevent
an overabundance of water in the
canal in the future, und to hold an
additional supply In reserve for tlie
dry season. Tlie clilef damage
wrought by tlie flood, probably not
over $50,000, was to the uncom
pleted dam.
12 Ships a Day for 18 Years.
"On December 1, 1932, exactly
6,682 days had passed since the
canal was opened to the commerce
of the world; and on ouly a little
handful of these days had there
heen no procession of shi|>s passing
from Atlantic to Pacific or from Pa
cific to Atlantic. The few and brief
occasions when traffic was suh|m*iiiIed were for the most part during
the early days of tlie canal's serv
ice, when landslides had to be
cleared from one or another of the
deep cuts.
"Up to July 1 last, when the
canal had heen open Just 45 days
abort of 18 years, an average of
Just 12 ships had passed through
tfie waterway every day—almost
’half a ship sn hour,’ If one takes
his statistical averages that se
riously," says a bulletin from the
National Geographic society.
“The Panama canal Is a gateway
of the seas. Merchants send their
products through it, as medieval
traders sent their caravans through
guarded gates of fortified cities. One
can see the traffic coming through
the Panama 'gate* and tell much
of the countries from which the
goods come.
"From Argentina's plains come
meat, bone, fertilizer, and tankers
with blood; from Brazil, coffee;
from Mexico, crude oil; from thc
West Indies, sugar; from the FarEast. bamboo, tea. peanuts, fire
works, gallstones, hemp, coconut
oil and rice; from Australia,
cold storage products, beef, casein,
cheese, mutton, pork, tallow; from
California, fruit, oil. apricot seeds,
borax, onions, walnuts; from Wash
ington and Oregon, lumber and sal
mon; from Vancouver, wheat; from
Chile, nitrates and iodine; from
Peru, guano; and from the South
seas, copra.
A Bridge of Water.
“In the language of engineers the
Panama canal is not a canal at all;
it is a ’water bridge.’ It Is said to
be the first great 'water bridge' in
history. The engineers’ term does
describe the canal more accurate1.v than its popular title. From
the Colon entrance, guarded from
'northers’ by breakwaters, it is
about seven miles to Gatun locks.
At the lock gate to the right nf an
incoming steamer is the great Gatun
dam more than a mile and a half
long. It is this dam which raises
the Chagres river to the dignity of
a ‘water bridge.'
"Through vast artificial Gatun
lake, ao formed, steamers plow 24
miles until they reach the Culebra
or Galllard cut. severing the moun
tainous backbone of North, Central
and South America. In the eightmile Galllard cut, the most dramatic
excavation work occurred.
' “At the Pedro Miguel locks, called
‘Peter Magill' locks by the Ameri
cans. the ships step down from their
'wdter bridge.' Crossing the milelong Mlraflores Iskp they reach the
two Mlraflores locks snd sea level.
It is eight miles from here to deep
water In the Pacific. Gatun dam
raises the 'water bridge’ to the
height of a seven-story building."

Bandit, on Parole, Pay*
Bank $4,500 He Stole

COUGH STOP

Walter Dorgan

Page Five
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Fresno, Calif.—Dean Seara, man
ager of a branch of the Bank nf
America, and Sydney S. Clark, field
Inspector, were converging In the
bank's Lone Pine office when C. H.
Cochran, former cowboy, stepped
In, shook hands with Sears, and
handed him $4,500 in currency.
Cochran said:
“I guess you don’t remember me.
I came here three years ago with
guns and held up your hank. I was
arrested and sent to San Quentin
penitentiary, and I Just got out on
parole.
“While In prison I Inherited
money, and I came here Immediate
ly to pay back what I stole and let
my friends know I'm square with
the world."

Boy, Unaware of Broken
Neck, Continue* School
Grand Island, Neb.—A broken
neck was so slight a matter tothirteen-year-old Gene Smith, that he
dklu't even know when he had It.
There was a slight soreness, so
Gene's parents took him to a doctor.
An X-ray showed a fracture of two
vertebra. The hoy had attended
school for a week. He was unable
to explain the break.
Ancient Shipping "Record”

An ox bone, raised by a dredge on
lhe Peser river, bore what experts
believe is the oldest record of Ger
man shipping. Carved on it were
several Saxon letters, and the out
line of a Fourth century freight
vessel.

Caniirror
NOW IT’S " ’MINADKAMA!" — One
minute dramatic sketches devised by
Eileen llanglas, actress, together with
talented group nf musicians and sing
ers ts new feature of Barnsdall Oil
Co. weekly radio program. Right,
Miss Douglas and above, the Rondoliers, a peppy group of male singers,
popular feature of the program.

VINALHAVEN

PRESIDENT OLAYA of Colombia.
S. A., and daughter, Lucia, snapped
at Recent Military Air Review. They
hope that Peru's Invasion of Colom
bian Territory will not precipitate
war. But under President Olayas
leadership, tbe peace-loving Colom
bians are preparing to leave their
coffee fields for the battlefields It
necessary.

TWO
BETTVS Betty Webb In rea
life plays the part ol
Betty lam Regent in
that thrilling nightly
radio mystery serial
"Chandu the Mu

The annual meeting of Royal Arch
Chapter was held Thursday nlglit
at Masonic hall. These officers were
elected for thc coming year: P A
White, high priest; O. C. Lane, king;
E. H. Bradstreet, scribe; F. L
Roberts, secretary; H. W. Fifleld.
treasurer, Oeorge Strachan. captain
of host; L. W. Lane, P.S.; C. L
Boman. R.A.C.; L. E. Williams, mas
ter of 3d veil; L. B Dyer, master ot
2d veil; E. A. Smaller, master of 1st
veil; P. A. White. O. C. Lane and E.
H. Bradstreet, finance committee.
Mrs. E. L. Glidden entertained at
bridge Saturday evening at her
home on Chestnut street. '
Saturday, while skating at the ball
ground. Francis Johnson came in
collision with another skater and was
badly cut so that medical attendI ance was necessary. The other
i skater escaped with a few bumps.
Mrs. Theodore Brown who has
1 been at Knox Hospital for several
weeks, where she had part of her
’ foot removed, owing to an automobile
| accident, returned home Wednesday
Frank B. Sellars, our constable, ha*
I been recently appointed by thc se
lectmen of the town as Harbor MasI ter.
Calvin Vinal spent the weekend in
North Haven.
I A double header basketball game
was played at Town hall, Friday
night. Olrls’ teams: Demons, de
feated Whizzers. the rcore 16-15
Boys' teams, Vinalhaven Lccals made
an easy walk over the Thomaston
team, score 65-30. A dance followed
the games with music by the Fakers
Harry Snow and friend Paul Mor
ton o/ Portland, writers of insurance,
spent the weekend with the former’s
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Snow,
Chestnut street.

Firemen's gift ball will he held in
Memorial hall Jan. 27.
The budget committee met Sunday
afternoon at the selectmen's office
to make preparations for the annual
town meeting tn March
York City's govern
Mrs. W. Y. Fossett is spending a
ment, has resigned hia post In the
few days in Rockland.
Senate Banking investigation of lh*
Mrs Elliot Hall will entertain
Stork Exrhange.
Tuesday evening at two tables of
BABY
bridge.
/
SENATOR| The bridge and "63" at the G.A.R.
Senator Ro'yer
rooms Thursday was well attended
M. LaFollette, of
and a good sum netted.
Wisconsin, who
Don't forget the Red Cross work
for years has
| at Union Church vestry Wednesday
been the young
Take lunch and stay all day.
est member of
• • • •
the United
States
Senate,
Mrs.
Florence
Arey
relinquishes hl v
Mrs. Florence Arey. 60. widow ot
distinction
to
Ralph Arey. was recently badly
senator Richard
' burned While at work in the kitchen
B. Russell,
I of her home, her clothing caught fire
(right) of Geor
ARTHUR JOHN
t from an overheated stove, and algia, who is 36
STON, famous in i; though she was able to remove the
years of cge.
slcal composer ot
I clothes, her body and right arm sufthe p.,,, •'••r "One More (ha nee" and other
i tered severe burns, causing her deatli
hits, now in lli.Myv.uod, Is shown working on the fea
Jan. 20. Mrs. Arey was born inVlnalCAN HE TAKE IT?—Gordon White, (left)
tured songs for the new picture of Kate Smith, en
1 haven, daughter of the late Lovisa
seems to be getting the worst of It In his bout
titled "Hello Everybody,'
lileh will be released soon.
with “Toddy" Carroll, during one of the weekly
and Alfred Nightingale. She is surMr. Johnston's contract v.itli one of the large motion
classes conducted for sons of Naval Officers at
vlvetl by three sons. Maynard. Weldpicture producers has just been renewed.
en and Galrn, and by one daughter
Annapolis, Maryland.
! Miss Madine Arey who mad? her
home with her mother. Funeral
When supper was served Helen re e-vicrs were held Monday at the
HOPE
fused a second helping of ice-cream W. Y. Fossett undertaking rooms
with a polite but wistful, "No thank and Rev. P. J, Clifford officiated
yon!''
Mrs Elraror Payson Is visiting her
There were beautiful floral offerings.
“Do have some more, dear!" her Interment was in Carver's cemetery.
son Frank Payson in Lincolnville.
hostess urged.
Hope grange will hold its next reg
Those __________
from out of ____
town to_______
attend
ular meeting Jan. 28 Dinner will be
“Mother told me to say, 'No. thank J the services were Maynard Arey and
you.' ” Helen explained naively, "but . Weiden Arey of Hartford, Conn.
served at noon.
I don't think she could have known
____________
A community whist partv was held
how small the flrst helping was going !
GLENMERE
at the Grang? hall last Friday evto be!”
ning for the benefit of the street
lights. Another of these parties will
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Davis of PortThe visitor was examining the class.
take place Feb. 3. Refreshments wJi
Clyd? were callers on Capt. O. A. An
“
Can
any
little
boy
tell
me
what
a
be served.
drews Thursday.
fishnet ls made of?"he inquired.
Frank Wiley and Byron Davis were
One of the popular Saturday night
"A lot of little holes tied together
dances was held at Grange hall on
with strings.” smiled the never-fail ln Rockland last Tuesday,on business
Mrs. Siama Matson attended the
Jan. 21.
ing bright boy-Watchman-Exami
Wale* and the Leak
Masonic installation at Tenant's Har
There was a ioint sess on of the
ner.
bor Thursday evening.
Weles is only a little country, bu'
Farm Bureau Friday. Miss Jess’.e
Mrs Lucy Smith was a recent guts'
Lawrence spoke in the forenoon. At apart from Its fine mountain and sea
of R"v. and Mrs M R. Kerr.
noon dinner wa« served to avout 4r coast fernery, it always manages to
Thc community was saddened to
members. Mr. Wentworth was speak- .
,.
..
learn of the death of Annie (Brad
er ln the afternoon.
have other att™tlona for its visitors
ford) Packard, wife of Rev. S. E
Miss Lawrence was at Georgia Two days after the New Year. Abery
Packard, a former pastor, which oc
Brownell's Saturdav to give instruc stwyth will hold St. Paul's Eisteddfod,
curred Jan. 15 at her home in Bco'"tions in coat making.
an ar.clent sirging festival. It enters
bay. Mrs. Rodney Simmons. Mrs
Meetings of the 4-H Clubs were into winter sports on the mountain
Loren Teel, Mrs. Charles Stone and
held Saturday. Miss Clark, club snows, but also schedules such events Able to Work Agair
in After Mrs. Electa Hopkins attended thr
agent, attended and was a dinner a*, the Rugby football match at Swan Taking Lydia E. Pin!
Pinkham’* funeral services Tuesday afternoon a!
guest of Mrs. Herbert Hardy.
sea on February 4 between Wales and
the
Scuth
Waldoboro Baptist
Vegetable Compound
Mr. and Mrs Raymond Ludwig Scotland. On St David's Day. the
Church.
were guests of the Hilltop Club festival of its national saint is widely
Thc annual meeting of the Ladies'
Thursday evening at thc home of Mr. observed. St. David, a fifth centurv
Circle was held with Mrs. Etta Harris
and Mrs W. E Ha'.l.
Tint, is said to have lived on bread
Jan. 12 and these officers were e! cted: Eliza Wiley, president; Thankful
Robert Hardv has rehirr-d to L‘n- anri wi,d ,raks which explains why
Harris and Jean Bachelder. vie?
colnvllle after visiting his ion Herbert on this dav. all patriotic Welshmen
wear
leaks
and
consume
"Cock-apresidents; Elizabeth Davis, secre
Hardy.
ieckie."
tary; Charlotte Kerr, assistant secre
Mr. Cook of Rockland gave a dem
tary; Etta Harris, treasurer; Eliza
Winter in the Bahamas
onstration of W?ar-cver aluminum
beth Davis, Hilda Barter and Louise
at the hOm-' of Mrs Margaret Rob Over four thousand square miles of
Jones, work committee; Mary Ervine.
bins last Wednesday evening. Sev islands and rocks, nearly seven hun
location committee. Tlie next meet
eral enjoyed watching thc demon
ing. Jan. 25, will bc an all-day session
stration and eating thc food cooked dred isles and two thousand rocks,
with Jean Bachelder and the time de
that is thc Bahamas, the British
Cards completed the evening
voted to sewing for the Red Cross
ocicnial possession where the tourists
“I work hard in a factory. At one
c; uise so often this whiter. One of time I was home for aix weeks, too
While a farm girl was milking a
their chief claims to fame is that of weak and run-down to work. I tried cow, a bull tore across thc meadow
different medicines and I was all dis
Watling Island, one of the group is couraged but after I started taking I toward her. Thc girl did not stir, but
' the place where Columbus landed. Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com !continued milking. Observers, who had
Only about 25 of the islands are in pound I could feel myself gaining I run to safety, saw to their amaze
ment that the bull stopped within
habited today, but the sunshine and strength. It built me up ao I can work.
Dont Neglect Kidney and
randy beaches fill that gioup to over —Hazel V. Smith, 97 Norfolk St., 1 a few yards of the girl, turned round
and walked sadly away. “Weren't you
flowing at this time of the year, for Cambridge, Mass.
Bladder Irregularities
If you are weak, nervous and run afraid?" asked every one.
the calls at Nassau by cruise steamers
If bothered with bladder ir
“Certainly not,” said the girl. "I
| are anything but few and far between. down, give this medicine a fair trial.
regularities, getting up at night
The pink and white coral sand of the Remember that half a million women happened to know this cow is his
and nagging backache, heed
1 mothcr-in-law."
beacnes, the sheltered hatbors tar say, “It helps me ”
promptly these symptoms.
yachting and boating, the palm shadThey may warn of some dis
! cd streets and the bathing sport make
ordered kidnev or bladder con
the islands a festive place.
dition For 50 years grateful
users have relied upon Doan’s
APPLETON
Pills Praised the country over.
Id by all druggists.
Mrs Blanche Brown and Gwen
dolyn Robinson spent Saturday with
Mrs. Frank Meservey at Centennial
Farm. Julia Brown was also a guest
over the weekend.
Dinner guests of Mrs. Phene Rip
BOSTON, MASS.
BEACON STREET
ley Sunday were Mr. and Mrs. May
nard Brown, Gwendolyn Robinson
and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Sayward.
Mr. and Mrs. Urban Trask of Cam
den wee Sunday guests of Mr. and
Located en Beacon
Mrs. Joseph Wentworth.
Hill Nen to the
Several in the village attended the
State Hooee.
High School play in Washington
Friday night. All voted the play a
success.
The friends of Mrs. Alice Sherman
are ionj to in ar she is m.
JuM a few minutes’ walk to the theatre, fwami.il,
The Thursday night prayer meet
and shopping centers.
ing and song will bc licld with Mrs.
Since 1840 this Arm has faith*'"'
served the lamilles of Knox County Blanche Davidson this week.
Mrs. Elizabeth Sprowl and son Earl
LADY AT TENDANT
have been confined to the house a
Day Telephone 460—781-1
Rooms without bath, *2.00 up; with bath, *3.00 up
few days with the grippe.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Ames had as
BURPEE’S
guests Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Ivan
Complete Restaurant end Cafeteria Service
Sherman of Albion and Mrs. Gert
ROCKLAND, ME.
rude Wgjeriuap of Catnden.

MIAMI

BEACH

FLORIDA

YOU'RE
//

i n th e

SWIM"

at the

8LACKSTONE

.... Outstanding among the fine hotels of
Miami Beach and famous for its hospitality.
. . . Here's a friendliness that makes you
feel immediately at home. This, with its
proximity (200 yards) to thc ocean, its sun
Palhinc from
baths, its dances in thc gardens and its de
(hr hotrl
lirious food, is sufficient reason why the
American and
Klackstone is always comfortably filled and
European Plan
why you should make reservations in good
time. Send for booklet of details and sched
ule of sensible rates.

BLACKSTONE HOTEL
MIAMI’S

Ideal Retort Hotel
Ceaveaieot to all potnta of mtereat—Modern ia every
An enjoyable new from our specious around-floor porches,
surname tha hotel
Many rooms with private balconies

way.
whack

HOTEL

GRALYNN
Corner Second St. and First Ave.

’ZV W/

HEAM ox

B

TO STAY AT The LINCOLN

IS A HAPPY REMEMBRANCE
An Interetting cesmepoliten etmetfhere • .
Cheerful reemt

Pleasant service . . fine res

taurants . . Mederetely Priced . . Areund the
corner ere theatres, clubs end glamereut Times
Squere . . A perfect betel fer the visiter . •

ROOM with BATH, RADIO A SUVIDOR
from

>3

Singh and
e

M

Double

JOHN I. WIST. MeReeer
New Under New Menegement . . .“A Eeheece Hetef**

hotel LI N C O L IM

44th TO 45th STREET-Sth AVENUE, NEW YORK

FACTORYWORKER
ILL SIX WEEKS

rWatchYour
Kidneys/

...

TITTLE
TATTLE

tt

Has no place in the

scheme of things to-dry
It's VALUES that "click" with sensible people . . .

whether they arc shopping for an auto or vacation
facilities.

That’s why so many wise folks have se

lected MIAMI as the spot for a glorious winter
vacation . . . and the VENETIAN as the greatest

hotel value in this area.

The high

standard of operation . ., service . . .

cuisine and furnishings that have long since estab

Open from
January 10th

lished the Venetian as the outstanding bay-front

Booklet upon
request.

the 1933

hotel . . . have not been lowered one bit . . . but,
rates have . . .

and

here s how

. . .

Room with private bath, including 3 meals
daily,

$5,

$6,

$7,

per person,

or

European plan if you desire.

May We Suggest—

Doan’s
Ills

HOTEL BELLEVUE
ltf*

n
f EMBALMINO i

'4CT0R AMBUIANC

New Lower Rates

7

VENETIAN
M O EL
LOBSTERS...
YES—WE ARE SELLING THEM

RODNEY E. FEYLER
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

FRESH AND SALTED

:-:FISH:-:
TEDLER TRADE SOLICITED
TELEPHONE 1191

ROCKLAND, ME.
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ROCKPORT

IS YOUR SKIN CLEAR?

senteu at the meeting at the home of
Mrs. Blanche Steward. Each member
is asked to respond to the roll call
with a current event of a musical
nature.
Mrs. George Shallou of Portland
arrived Saturday for a visit with her
mother Mrs. Peail Marshall
C. P Jackson is ill at his home on
Commercial street
B. Stanley Gregory is recovering
from an attack of bronchial pneu
monia at his home at Olencove.
Miss Caroline Streeter and Miss
Margaret Hoban of the teaching
faculty of the University of New
Hampshire were weekend guests at
thc heme of Capt. and Mrs. CharleH. Wooster.
At the’Thursday evening praver
service at the Baptist Church. "Fa
vorite Passages. Romans 8" will be
‘he lesson theme with Rev G F. Cut tier, leader It promises to be a very
interesting session.
Mrs. E. A Champney entertained
the Saturday Night Club last week at
her home.

THOMASTON

A still alarm Sunday noon called
the fire department to Broadway
Alden, N. Y. — “I
treet where a chimney fire was ln
am glad to recom
progress at the Lucy Fish house
mend Dr. Pierce’s
The damage was slight.
Golden Medical Dis
Wednesday night Thomaston High
covery to every
•chool teams will play basketball
young girl who wants
with Rockland High school at Rock
to have a tine clear
land.
complexion. For two
Mrs. Harold Watts has returned
1 years I was embar
o Belmont after several days visit
rassed by the condiwith her mother. Mrs. Abbie Wall
tion of iny skin. The eruptions that came
ind sister. Miss Josephine Stone.
out on my face would not clear up even
though 1 used every outward application that
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will
my mother gave me to use." said Miss
meet at the vestry Wednesday.
Dorothy Winegar of Kellog St. "Then I took
There will be a knotting in the afterDr Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery and
mv skin cleared up. my blond is in good
.toon. Supper at 6 o'clock.
condition. I have no more eruptions hut a
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Riley and
good healthy, clear complexion, and my gen
child are spending this week with her
eral liealtli is greatly improved
Write Dr. I’ierce’e Clinir, Buffalo, N.
.
parents Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Kalloch.
The funeral services of Orrin
Woodcock of Cushing whose death
occurred Saturday, are to be held to
day Tuesday, at 2 o'clock at his home.
Sanford Hyler is in Boothbay Har
bor for a week's work at his trade ol
sailmaking.
LIBERTY
Samuel Miller is rigging a yacht in
Georges River Orange had an en-, Rockland.
joyable social last Tuesday evening., Mr .and Mrs. Martin Collamore,
The prescription of a physician who lived
The Farm Bureau held joint meet Mr. and Mrs. Frank Jackson of
122 years ago is bringing comfort and
relief from pains of rheumatism, neuritis,
ing at Community hall Jan. 19 Mr. Waldoboro and Mr. and Mrs. Walter
lumbago and sciatica to hundreds of folks
Donahue. County Agent, Miss Messer Hastings of Thomaston were dinner
hereabouts. It is called Johnson’s Anodyne
Home Demonstration Agent. Miss guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Ver
Liniment, and its action is so swift, sooth
ing and harmless- that it checks backCobb and Mr Richardson of the Ex- | non Achorn.
breaking’ aches and pains, reduces stiff ness
tension Service. U. of M.. were pres
Orient Lodge. F.A.M . will have inand swelling from tortured limbs and
ent. Miss Cobb gave an instruc tallation of officers this Tuesday
joints like magic.
Simply get a bottle of Johnson’s Anodyne
tive talk In the forenoon on "Home evening.
Liniment from your drug or grocery store.
• • • •
Management" and Mr. Richardson
Bathe the tore parts with water as hot
as you can bear and then dry. Then apply
on "Poultry" in the afternoon, illus
The funeral of Margaret Wolfe, 79.
Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment several times
trated by screen pictures. An excei- of Rockland, who died Jan. 18 in
a day, rubbing gently with palm of the
ent meal was served at noon.
that city, was held Sunday afternoon
hand. If pain is too severe for rubbing,
saturate a clean doth with Johnson's
Mrs. Bertha Sylvester who has been at the A D. Davis & Son's chapel in
Anodyne Liniment and apply until dry.
guite ill Is now’ improving.
Thomaston. The bearers were WilThen put on another cloth saturated with
This town boasts of two basketball I liam GUlchrest, Hollis H. Young.
Johnson's Anodyne Liniment. You’ll feel
to much better. Try it tonight. Long-last
’earns, the High School and town Oliver Johnson, Orrin Creamer. The
ing bottle costs only 3G<. Three times aa
earn, both doing good work.
remains were placed in the receiv
much only 6UC.ng tomb and will be interred later
Homer Grimes, the evangelist,
closed a three weeks campaign with
the Thomaston Baptist Church
Sunday with three very interesting
-t-rvices. Mr. Orimes is above the av
-2=- SPECIALS -JANUARY SJ-28
erage in ability and education, and
possesses musical talent which at
tracts and inspires. He has a deep
knowledge of the scriptures which
‘ he uses to advantage, and his
method of work is highly satisfac
tory. Many people from the sur
rounding towns and city have ati tended the meetings. The fruits of
his labor are yet to be gathered.
Mr Grimes left Monday for Ports
mouth.

How to Keep Skin Youthful!

Rheumatic Finds
122-Year-Old
Pain Relief!

Mirs Margaret Helller of the High
School teaching faculty Is reported as
somewhat improved from her recent
illness, although still confined to her
home in Rockland.
Frank McDonnell returnee! Sun
day from a visit with his parents Mr
and Mrs. George J. McDonnell at
Cambridge. Mass. While away he
also attended the automobile show in
Boston.
"Cpen house" was held for Mrs.
Josephine Wall Sunday afternoon
from 2 to 5 in honor of her 76th birth
day anniversary. The affair was ar
ranged bv two of her daughters Mrs.
I. True Spear and Mrs Mark Ingra
ham of Camden, and many neighbors
and friends called to extend their
congratulations. Refreshments were
served and Mrs. Wall was generously
remembered with gifts.
Charles Tolman of Rockville Is 111
with grippe at the home of his aunt.
Mrs. Herbert Mann.
Hollis Wooster returned Saturday
from a visit with his brother Kenneth
Wooster in Portland.
A telephone has recently been in; stalled at the residence of Charles E.
Phodes. Jr. The number is 2533
Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Richards
entertained members of the NitsuniIsc-UHi Club and their husbands at
' .‘upper and bridge Monaay evening.
The Twentieth Century Club met
Friday with Miss Marion Weidman,
substituting for Mrs. Elizabeth Spear
Two papers of much interest were
presented. "Goethe,” by Mrs Annie
Hodgman and "Denver, the Beauti
ful." by Linthel Lane, substituting for
Mrs. Louise Holbrook. Mrs. Nellie
jMagune, chairman of the entertain
ment committee has prepared an in
teresting musical program to be pre-

A New Oral Antiseptic By
Makers of Vicks VapoRub
Introduces New Economy
A quality antiseptic mouth-wash
and gargle—at less than half the
u^ual price—is doubly welcome now
Especially to the millions who find
such a product a daily necessity—
for halitosis (bad breath), oral hy
giene. and other antiseptic uses.
The New Vicks Voratone Ant sep
tic—by the makers of Vicks VapoRui
—brings this unique advantage.
Born in a depression year, it is priced
accordingly.
Aided by record low
prices on raw materials—and Vicks
facilities for mass production—Vicks
Chemists have produced a large 10ounce bottle—a usual 75c value—that
is priced regularly at only 35c.
The name, of course, guarantees
high quality. It is simply’ the best

oral antiseptic Vicks Chemists could
produce . . . and they were aided
by bacleriologists and pharmacol
ogists of their 16 allied organizations,
here and abroad. Mild enough to use
daily with perfect safety, Vicks Anti
septic is strong enough to do every
thing an oral antiseptic can and
should do.

GLENCOVE

Young's crew for the Central Maine
Power Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Seavey were
recent visitors in Jefferson.
Mr. and Mrs. Beniamin Perry ot
Warren and Mr. and Mrs. Ecbert Co
burn and son Neal of Rockland were
recent guests of Mr and Mrs. Alton
Wincapaw.

THREE CROW

CREAM
TARTAR

PURE
WHOLESOME

WHAT A TREAT!
Hot, buttered, Cieam ol Tartar Biscuits—home made
—a treat for jaded appetites

Easy to make—and so successful
when Three Crow Cream Tartar and
Soda is used

CREAM TARTAR
BISCUITS

Back to

Sift I ?getne
1 cups Bout
2 up Crow Cream Tartar
i lap Crow ^o<l•p. Salt—ano cut m
I H tbs
Shortening unit
.*oQ9Kteao
o.
I err
Melt
Ada
•-< to i ?ur Milk tnii 1
dough •* ■*
droiu ir »
onsistency
)ro? bv lab.eipocntis <r
t xr?ased sheet and La>«
n z-rv hot oven r»
400» Wn P •/» 1.< m<r

“GAY NINETIES”
Price

10

c

Pkg.

THREE CROW

SODA
SALE PRICE

6

1 Lb
Pkg

CREAM TARTAR

2*35'
2 19c

NEW hTYLE

JELL-O
Grape-Nuts Flakes

QUICKER and BETTER

'cm sco

REVERE

RAISINS

FOT SHORTENING — FOR FRY
ING—FOR CAKE MAKING

'S?

SEEDED

lb19c

Af

THREt CROW

VANILLA
LEMON

X

1 LB PKGS

GOLD MEDAL
aIIC-iEi

or

'ESTEL

FLOUR
5 LBS

2 OZ BOI

COFFEE

w

NAIiON-WIDE COFFEE
MAKES THE FAMILY
HAPPY AT MEAL TIME

NATION-WIDE

BEEF

Wafer Sliced
Delicious Creamed

Confectioner s
SUGAR

o,O Ec
PKGS

NEW LOW PRICE

JOHNSON

YELLOW EYE BEANS
A. K. O. Makes nice Sandwiches or Salads

1 C

DIAMOND BRAND

WALNUT
MEATS
Vacuum Pecked
Alweys Fresh

3 07
TIN

gj

28c
2 25c
2 23‘

2

CRABMEAT

g-

SUNSWEET BRAND

PRUNES

k

43‘
15‘

Mr. and Mrs. E K Winchenbach
attended the funeral services of Mr.
Winchenbach's aunt. Mrs. Wilbur
Pitcher in South Waldoboro. This
is the third year in succession Mr
Winchenbach has been called to the
funeral of a nar relative in Waldo
boro.
William Brasier Post Auxiliary
will have a special meeting at the
Legion rooms Friday evening to make
plans for entertaining District Coun
cil No 2 which will meet Ftb. 7. Mrs
Susie (Flye) Lamb of Rockland is
president of the district auxiliary.
Tne Baptnst Mission Circle will
meet with Mrs. A D. Davis Tuesday
afternoon at 2 o'clock..
Eastern Star instalation scheduled
for Wednesday night has been post
poned until Feb 8.
Tne Guild of St. John's Church
wil Ihold a cooked food sale at the
parish hall Friday afternoon.
Mrs Carrie Jackson. Mrs. Rcssie
Rcundy and Mrs Luther Clark were
upper guests Monday of Mr and Mrs.
Robert Rollins cf Camden.
Mrs. Alice Jones of Port Clyde is
taking the place of Mrs. Lilia Ames
at Mrs Emily Smith's while Mrs.
Ames is at home ill.
Battery F. C A C. was represented
at the Officers' School in Port.and,
Saturday to Monday, by its com
mander, Capt. R. F Saville of Rock
land and Lieut. Slader. 2nd Lieuts.
Russell Hoffses and Phillip Newbert,
and Adjutant Warren Feyler of
Thomaston. They returned Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Gatnage of
South Bristol spent Sunday with
Peter Hilt.
Elmer Sevon and three sens are
ill with grippe
Miss Evelyn Goldie of Friendship
is employed in the care of William
Hall. Hyler street, who was severely
burned a few weeks ago.
• • • *
The Beta Alpha Club met with its
president, Mrs Eleanor Clark. Mon
day evening with 16 members present.
There was no special work. Refresh
ments were served by Miss Rosa Teel.
Madeline Spear and the hostess. The
ta Alpha Club Is trying to fit out
a worthy family, consisting of six
children, boys of the ages 12. 10 and
4. girls 9 and 7 years and baby 1J
months. Anyone who has clothing
uitable for these ages, and bedding
is asked to kindly call any member of
the Beta Alpha Club. This is a very
worthy object and the club desires to
obtain the clothing at once as it is
badly needed. Thomaston people
should keep their own needy people
in mind. Members present at the
meeting were Anne Day. Elisabeth
Washburn. Leona Starrett. Inez
Libby, Oeorgia Thorndike. Madeline
Spear, Grace Andrews, Rosa Teele.
Nellie Orff. Helen Studley. Amy Tripp.
Dora Kalloch Addle Jones. Emma
Kalloch. Marie Singer and the hostess
! Eleanor Clark.
Evangelist Homer Orimes accom
panied by Rev. H. S. Kilbom of tht
Baptist Church motored to Port.,mouth Monday and were heard over
the radio, the former in talk and
sengs and the latter in prayer. Mr.
Grimes' next campaign in Maine will
' be at Bangor.

! Lb Pkg

NATION-WIDE —icl'c, Lcir.dry

SUNSHINE

ij Peanut Wafers
Showered with

I Peanut Halves

I

180lb

SOAP
Cleans Like Lightning

BRILLO

NATION-WIDE

1 Lb Pkg

3 10‘
3 25‘

SERVICE GROCERS

ROCKLAND DISTRICT

MIAMI, FLORIDA
The most interesting spot in
the Eastern Hemisphere dur
ing the winter months.

HOTEL URMEY
In the heart of all activities.

Beautiful rooms and high
class service.
A Modern Fireproof Struc
ture. Every room steam heated
Rates: (European Plan)
Single rooms 52.50 per day
upwards
Double rooms $5.00 per day
upwards
A Laura Jacobsen Cafe in the j
Building
I Ownership-Management j
WILLIAM M. URMEY ,

•»Advertisements
Everybody
’s Column
ln this column not to

FOR SALE

LOST AND FOUND

PRESSED hay and straw for sale, will
deliver in truck load lots. Write or Tel.
for prices. J. F BRYANT. Thorndike.
Me.________________________________ 8*10

exceed thrse lines Inserted once for 25
cents, three times fo” oO cents. Addi
tional lines five cents each for one time,
E. J. DAVIS place on Summer St.
10 cents for three times. Six words la THE
for aale AU modern, heated garage.
make a line.
R. U. COLLINS. Real Estate. 375 Malo
St.. Rockland.
149-tl

LUMP soft coal. $7.50; screened. $9.50;
hard coal. $13 50; coke. $10.50
J. B.
LADY'S bag found
on MainZETri
St.. Sat--------------5
PAULSEN.
Tel. Thomaston 84-2.
Qtf
urday. Apply at COURIER-GAZE
10-lt
FEMALE rabbit hound for sale, black
amped and tan. one of the best ln the State.
DR. SHERMAN.
with Three Crow Brand trade mark. Re I guarantee her o. k
Rockland Tel 598-W______________ 9-11
ward. JOHN BIRD CO.. Rockland.
__________________________________ 10-12
DRY hard fitted wood $8.75 per cord,
RED female fox hound lost; gray on mixed $5 75 per cord, delivered. FRANK
back of neck. Reward. CAPT B. V. ERICKSON. R. F D 1. Box 70. Thomas
WALL. Pearl St.. Camden
10*12 ton________________________________ 8*10

Unusual Trial Offer

Of course, the only real proof of its
COUNTERS, show cases and scales for
quality—and Its economy—is in ac
MRS. ANNIS, corner Willow and
♦ * * ♦ » sale.
tual use. Th furnish this proof, five
Main Sts._________________________ 10*12
million bottles of a special trial size
TWO FAMILY house on Lake Avenue
are being supplied duggists every
for sale. has toilet, and
electric
where at less than cost of manufac m*«*>****»*»****ii lights, three fireplaces, first class conI dltlon Inside and out. Large barn, about
ture. A 25c value, these trial pack
PART-TIME office work wanted by J two acres of field, and two acres pasture.
ages are priced at only 10c—while the Business College graduate Write MISS I Can be sold at low price on rent plan.
M . P O. Box 315. Rockland
9‘1! V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1080
supply lasts.

WANTED

Henry Farrow and Lewis Wincapaw were in Belfast Thursday and
Friday plowing the streets. Henry
has the contract for clearing the
streets of snow.
Mrs. Mason Merrill and Mrs. Ralph
Jewell were in Skowhegan last week
visiting relatives.
"During excavation for the new
Cap:, and Mrs. Herman Farrow addition of Hotel Bellevue at Boware in Lincolnville.
doin and Beacon street,, Boston,
Charlie Studley has bought a jig Mass., the old well and Governor
saw and is now getting out puzzles 1 Bowdoin's garden was unearthed."
in his spare time.
(
Warren Barrows. Edgar Barrows
Vernard Andrews, Barbara Waldron,
PAPER FOLLOWS YOU
Wendell Merrill. Karl Eaton. Herbert
Gregory and Lewis Tatham have had
If you are a subscriber tn
to be absent a few days from school
The Courier-Gazette and are
recently owing to illness.
leaving home for any time, long
Capt. Tom Farley has been trying
his luck at sailing an ice boat recent-, or snort, let us mall the paper to
you during your absence. The
ly at Hcbbr Pond. At times the boat
regular copy of the paper will
seemed inclined to go as it pleased,
go to thc home as usual. Just
but Capt. Tom finally conquered and
telephone the address to the
showed Karl and Forest that he
office, or mail a card. The paper
could manage a boat on the ice as
will follow wherever you go, and
well as on the sea. Capt. Tom Is
will stop on notice when you ar
also some fancy skater on the ice.
rive home. There will be no
Ralph Jewell is fixing up his
charge.
ga.age and is hauling rock from
Warren for the driveway.
Hazel Wincapaw has been substi- i
tuting at Crle's Gift Shop in Rock
land during the illness of Miss Gladys
Grant
H. N. Brazier was in the hospital
Thursday receiving treatment for a
severe nose bleed. He is now out
around as usual.
Penobscot View Grange had visitors
from Megunticook, Pleasant Valley
and Highland Granges, and the 30
present enjoyed one of Mrs. Lizzie
Smith's and Mrs. Inez Packard’s New
Eng’and boiled dinners with Indian
pudding. It was a public supper and
others are to follow, the next one
Feb 2 There is a bit of rivalry be
tween the ladies as to who will fur
nish the best supper, but the last one
wll be hard to beat. After the sudIt may be a small run or
per an interesting session was held
with all the new officers in the chairs a half a million impressions
except the lecturer. Sister Leona Risteen. whose chair was filled by a for . . . leaflets, folders, broch
mer lecturer Sister Myra Dyer who ures, catalogues, blotters,
furnished a good program.
Mrs. Loreana Hopkins who has been letterheads, handbills or
with her sister Mrs. Edith Duncan what have you? . . . What
since New Year day, is not enjoying
very good heath. Mrs Duncan has ever the job
also been ill from one of the prevail
—We Do It Right!
ing colds.
James Sullivan is working in Frank
Seavey's crew for the Central Maine
Power Co.
Charles Hare is working in Al.
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JANUARY HARVEST SALE
AT

J. J. NEWBERRY CO.

CUT RATE FOOD DEPARTMENT
JANUARY 23 TO 28, INC.
ITEMS FEATURED AT OUR GRAND OPENING
AGAIN ON SALE

CAMPBELL’S TOMATO SOUP, can
SZwZ

1000 Cans— i Limited)

6c

PHILIPS VEGETABLE SOUP, can,
DOMINO SUGAR, package,

ff

—

22c
COFFEE (our own blend), pound, 20c
APRICOTS, pound,
10c

BUTTER, Creamery, Roll; pound,

5c SALE
Visit Our New 5c Bargain Counter—Ma j Your
Own Selection

LILY Wr.llc ckAI,L

CODFISH

Every-Other-Day

Ketchup, pure, bottle

B-M Kidney Bea c t an 5c

Sardines, can,

B&M Lima Beans, can 5c

Salt, pkg.,

Davis Baked Beans can 5c

Prunes, pound,

Golden Bantam Corn, 5c

Diced Beets, can,

Sweet Corn, lge can,

Diced Carrots, can,

Grapefruit, can,

5c

Bread, loaf,

Apple Sauce, can

5c

_____________________________________ 5tf
GOOD feeding hay. baled or loose. R.
E JONES. South China. Me Tel. 14-12.
9*11
RUG and Knitting Yarns for sale by
manufacturer.
Samples free.
H. A.
BARTLETT. Harmony. Me.________ 158-10
STORE to let. middle section of Stud
NEW AND SECOND HAND Cabinet
ley Block. Main St.. 18 ft. front, two Heaters for coal, oil or wood. Pipe and
entrances, first class condition. Inlaid pipeless furnaces at reduced prices. A.
linoleums, beam celling. $25 month V. T NO
NORWOOD. Warren. Tel *2T
1-tf
F STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel 1080
ALADDIN
LAMP PARTS at all timet.
4-tf Prompt service.
CRIB HARDWARE CO.
1-tf
FURNISHED APARTMENT of three
rooms to let at 49 Pleasant St. Adults
For Sale: VALUES: New. Just Opened:
only. LILLIAN BICKNELL. 82 Limerock The First of Its kind in Maine. A CASH
St.
8*10 & CARRY Grain Store, with Depression
Methods. CARLOAD-LOTS Direct
FOUR room unfurnished apartment Proof
the West to YOU NO MIDDLE
to let. range, connected with boiler. $5 From
MEN
:
One Farmer last week drove 40
week without garage, and $5.50 with Miles and
saved $10.00:: We mixed a
garage V. F STUDLEY. 283 Main St. PURE 20', Dairy Ration in our Large
Tel. 1080 .
3-tf Electrical Mixers for another Farmer,
FIVE room tenement to let. all lm- his own Formula. He SAVED $6.50 Per
toilet, gas and lights, at Ton. He bought 2 Tons and Saved
£rovements.
:6 Main St A LEVY. Hub Shoe Store $13 00 on his load. Still another, bought
8-10 a ton of EGG Mash and saved $8 00.
Another Dairyman gained 2 qts. of
STORE and equipment to let. West- [ MILK per Cow per day after feeding our
end Market. Thomaston. $15 month, PURE 20'. Dairy Ration for only one
grocery store location for 50 years. V. week The Gain from the extra Yield,
paid for all HIS FEED FREE Why wait
F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St Tel. 1080
___________________________________ 3-tf I for TAXES to come down, they will
eventually, but you can pay them now
FREE—First month’s rent at 17 War- with the savings made here today, and
ren St... to reliable parties, also prices EVERY WEEK. Some extra Specials for
reduced; four to nine rooms. Garage. all this week: Fine Granulated Sugar 10
Apply 11 JAMES ST______________ 151-tf lb. Cotton Bags for 43c. Occident Flour
74c, Pillsbury’s Best 68c. Fancy AllFIVE ROOM tenement to let. modern Round Flours. Stover’s Pride 53c. Kid
Improvements. DR F. O. BARTLETT. 41 Glove 49c. White Rose 43c. Fancy Corn
Limerock St. Tel. 982________
1-tf 79c Per Bag The Lowest Price Ever Re
We carry a complete line of
APARTMENT to let ln Blckden Block corded
FEEDSTUFFS and do Custom Mixing.
MRS. B. B. SMITH. Lincoln 8t. Tel. 264 Cut Prices on Everything. Make 1933
____________________________________ 1-tf work for THEE. Your DOLLARS will
in value here. Now Booking
HEATED apartments, all modern, four double
on Best Grade of 41‘i Cotton Seed
Apply at CAMDEN
ROCK- orders
rooms.
Apply
Meal for Delivery on arrival of cars
LAND WATER CO
Tel 634
1-tf about
Feb 15th at $1.17>2 Per Bag
I HAVE furnished rents and unfur Order today Spot Deliveries from Ware
house
slightly
Higher. Mall or Phone
nished rents at all prices; also good bar
gains ln real estate. ROBERT U. COL Orders on Bookings Phone Rockland
1200
STOVERS
CASH GRAIN Stores.
LINS. 375 Main St Tel. 77.
1-tf
Distributors for Stover Feed Mfg. Co.,
on track at 86 Park St . Rockland. Maine
LOWEST CASH 6i CARRY PRICES IN
NEW ENGLAND
PLUS DELIVERIES
ANYWHERE WANTED LOCAL AND
LONG DISTANCE
10-12

TO LET

l
,

i

i

: EGGS AND CHICKS;

MISCELLANEOUS

S C R I RED CHICKS, high produc
ing strain. State tested, and accredited
for pullorum disease. Write or phone
56-14 M M KINNEY. Thomaston. Me
St. George road____________________ 10*18
BABY CHIX. Wyllies Strain S. C Reds
State accredited lor white diarrhoea
Bred lor eggs, type and color; $14 per
hundred lor March. Discount on 500
or more F H WYLLIE It SON. Thom
aston. Me . Route 1. Phone Warren 10-6

______________ I-(I

ONE CYPHUS Incubator. 140 egg capaclty; one Buffalo Incubator. 240 egg
capacity; two International Sanitary
Hovers, one Cyphus Colony Brooder.
100 chick capacity. lor sale, ail ln good
condition. 20 MAIN ST. Thomaston.
Me.
9*11
S. C. R I. RED Baby Chicks lor sale
Everv bird on farm blood tested and
found free from pullorum disease
Breeding stock, good size and color,
extra good laying strain, all eggs used
ln incubator two oz. and over
Am
booking orders for March and April de
livery; 1 to 500 $14 per 100 500 to 1000
$13 1000 and over $12 per 100 Delivered
and guaranteed to be o. k Flock has
been fully accredited for five years. C.
N LIGHT. Tel 17-12. Waldoboro.
8*19
LIVE POULTRY wanted. Truck will
call any time
Highest prices paid
PAPER CITY POULTRY CO. 741 Main
St. Westbrook. Me.
4‘27
STATE OF MAINE
In Senate. January 4. 1933
Ordered, the House concurring, that
no bill or resolve be received by this
legislature after four o'clock ln the
afternoon of Tuesday. February 7. 1933.
except by unanimous consent In the
body ln which It Is Introduced, and
further.
That any bill or resolve which shall be
received In either body of this legisla
ture by unanimous consent after four
o'clock In the afternoon on Feb. 7. 1933
shall be referred to the Eighty-seventh
Legislature If unanimous consent for Its
reception Is not given ln the other body
In concurrence.
These orders shall not apply to bills
reported by any Joint standing or Joint
select committee In the regular course
of business nor to such bills and resolves
as are Intended only to facilitate the
business of the Eighty-sixth Legislature

STATE OF MAINE
In Senate. January 4. 1933
Ordered, the House concurring, that
no bill for private or special legislation
be received by this legislature after four
o'clock tn the afternoon on Tuesday.
January 31st. 1933 except by unanimous
consent ln the body In which It Is Intro
duced and further.
That any bill for private or special
legislation which shall be received In
either body of this legislature by
unanimous consent after four o'clock
In the afternoon on Tuesday. January
31st. 1933. shall be referred to the Eightyseventh Legislature If unanimous con
sent for Its reception Is not given In the
other body In concurrence
A true copy of above orders
Attest:
ROYDEN V BROWN.
5-13
Secretary of the Senate.

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!
Keys made to order. Keys maae
to fit locks when original keys arc
lost. Honse, Office or Car. Cade
books provide keys (or all looks
without bother.
Scissors and
Knives Sharpened.
Prompt Service, Reaaonable Price*

Crie Hardware Co.
ton MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Telephone 791
ea-tf

WILLIAM E. DORNAN
& SON, inc.

Cemetery Memorials
EAST UNION, MAINE
4-U

'e/vre

t/izkfwt
ZfTIED
/^\NE hears of forehanded young mod

FOR SALE

erns who have the wed

RUUD

ding invitations ordered

Instantaneous Automatic

Isefore the gentleman has

GAS HOT WATER
HEATER
Size 4. Style F
Practically New
Can Be Seen At Thia Office

130-tf

“popped the question."

We frown upon this prac
tice! But they should be
ordered early—and the

order should specify “en
grave upon Linweave

Wedding Papers." For
they ate ultra-correct. The

Ec

DURING THIS SALE
Orders amounting to $2.00 or more, Delivered Free
of charge within the city limits

LADIES Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
solicited. H. C. RHODES Tel. 519-J.
____________________________________ 1-tf
NEW YORK Tailor, cor Main and
Summer Sts.. City. Alterations, clean
ing and pressing Suits made to order
$17.50.
8-tf
lepairing.
father and antiques. Call and deliver.
S A MACOMBER, 23 Amesbury St .
Rockland. Me
156‘lOtf
WHEN you are planning to sell your
chickens and fowl, call PETER ED
WARDS
Tel 806-J. Rockland
1-tf
YOU FOLKS WHO BURN OIL try
Shell. It gives good heat, burns cleaner
than other oils You'll welcome the re
sults
GEORGE H THOMAS FUEL
COMPANY, Camden. The only distribu
tors of Shell Fuel Oils.
ltf

rich vellum-like texture

RADIO

of Linweave speaks elo
quently of thc taste of the

SERVICE & REPAIRS
ALL MAKES OF SETs

bride-to-be.
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R. W. TYLER
PHONE H-U

WEnnnNc

papims

Every-OtKer-Day
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WARREN
Mbs Gertrude Mank has been ill.
Ralph Crockett and family are oc
cupying the Ralph Spear house.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wyllie
and daughter Virginia have been ill
with the grippe
Mrs. Amy Fuller liac as her guest
In Addition to personal notes regard
ever the weekend her grandson, EdEdward Petrie arrived home Wed
ing departures and arrivals, this depart nesday from Norfolk. Va., where he
| ward Law of Thomaston.
ment especially desires Information of
Frank Peabody is confined to the
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. has been employed on the S. 6. Mel
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be rose and Is visiting his father, Lewis
| house with the grippe.
gladly received.
t’etrie, 7 Gay street place.
Others added to the list of those
TELEPHONE . ............................. .. 170 or 704
who have been ill with the grippe are
Mrs. Bernice Wolcott has been
Mrs. Lyman Randall, Mr. and Mrs.
A despatch from Havana states visiting friends in Augusta over the
L°land Chapman and family, and
that Adriel U. Bird) arrived there weekend.
Gloria Haskell, Mr. and Mrs. Dana
Saturday^on the 40-pa'isenger, air
Smith.
liner, American Clipper, of the Pan
A. J. Murray of the Central Maine
Nathaniel Little returned to Port
American Airways system, after a Power Company is confined to his
land Sunday after having spent sev
two-hour flight from Miami. He 'heme cn Talbot avenue by illness.
eral days here with Mrs. Little.
was on a vacation tour, and expect-1
------A general discussion will follow tlie
cd to remain in Cuba several days j Alice Louise, daughter of Mr. and .
Jepeclal town meeting which is called
before returning by ai* to the United Mrs. Vernal Hall, celebrated her j
nt 130 next Saturday afternoon,
States. Mr. Bird is one of Maine's 1 seventh birthday Saturday from 2 to
j The Sunday night meeting at thc
best known devotees of aviation, and 4 at her home on Lisle street. Games
Ccirprgational Church was posiit is doubtful if there are many j included a peanut hunt. The little l
1 rened because of the icy condition or
other Pine Tree citizens, not actu-| hostess received many nice presents j
the hills.
ally engaged in aviation, who can , Refreshments of ice cream, punch1
Tlie old carriage house at the
equal his mileage.
and a very pretty birthday cake.
j place now owned by Mrs. Katharine
| Alice’s guests were Dorothy Trask, I
Wade Is being torn down.
The next regular Educational Club Barbara Boardman, Beverly Harmon,
Mr s Elizabeth Robinson assisted by
meeting is Feb. 3. 3 to 9.30 at the Clementine Conroy, Jeanette RobiMrs. Leola Wiggin will entertain til ■
shaw, Marion Hall, Joan Hunt, ClilCopper Kettle Porch.
Ccrcas Circle of King's Daughters
I ton Hunt, Dennis Trask.
Friday at 171 Broadway, Re-kland
The past presidents oi Edwin Libby
where Mrs. Robinson is spending tlie
R 'lief Corps are to meet tomorrow , Mr. and Mrs. Ralph French ol
! winter. This is to be in the place o!
alternoon and evening at the home of Portland and son Raymond and Mrs
the regular meeting which would be
—J~)IALLY — I can't understand why anyone still bothers with oldMrs. Millie Thomas, Robinson street ; Irving Dobbins of Jonesport visited
! Monday evening, Jan. 23.
IV fashioned soaps! Ste what thick, creamy suds Rinso gives. Grease
Take box lunch and go prepared to | their niece, Mrs. Lillian McDonald
i The present popular iad is “depres
soaks loose from the dishes without any help from me. All I need to
of Limerock street Sunday.
sew.
sion plants." A Boston Sunday paner
do is to rinse them in hot water—and let them drain dry. The dirtiest
had this warning on their front page
dishes—the greasiest pots and pans—soak spotless this easy way.”
Mrs. Gilbert Simmons who broke
Tlie weekly card party of the BPW
today in regard to the use of iodine
Cup for cup, Rinso gives twice as much suds as lightweight,
Club will be omitted due to illness a rib a few weeks ago is gaining slow
in the recipe: "Warning against the
puffed-up soaps—rw» in harden water. Mil
ly, and is able to sit up a short time
among members.
use of iodine in the making of 'de
each day.
lions of women use it on washday for whiter
pression plants’ has been voiced by
Louis Mills of South Bo-ton arrived .
clothes without scrubbing or boiling. Won
chemists of authority, lest violent exla-1 night called by the death of his ] Tlie Diligent Dames will have I
derful suds for glassware, porcelain, tile,
pk-ions result. The recipes fa- one
o'clock
luncheon
Friday
at
the
home
father. Ambrose Mills.
woodwork — and all (leaning, io economical!
cf the most popular depression plants
cf Mrs. Walter S. Rounds, with Mis
1 contain common salt, laundry bluing,
Get the BIG thrifty package.
Rounds
and
Mrs
John
O.
Stevens
a,
Mrs I. J. Shuman entertained the
water und ammonia, with a dash ot
Corner Club at cards Friday after hostesses.
j something for coloring. A synthetic,
The biggest selling package soap in America
noon.
ccral-like plant then begins to grow
Mrs. William Fossett of Vinalhaven
taking interesting and beautiful
Mrs. Ednah Robbins was hostess; is at The Laurie.
shape. Red ink, blue ink. or tnercuroto the T Club Friday evening at hcr
chronte are suggested for the coloring.
Mr-. Raymond C. Perry was hostess
Mrs Vivian Kimball entertam.ed
heme in Rockport.
But the use of iodine is dangeron-.
TEN
NEW
MEMBERS
to the Monday Contract last evening. Saturday afternoon at bridge in honor
for iodine and ammonia re-act toBridge fans are looking forward lo
of Mrs. Altena Thompson’s birthday. » j • ' j
I a<a
gr’.her to form a highly sensitive ex,
ha,
the party tomorrow evening al The j Mr. and Mrs. Carl Jones have re- Honors were won by Miss Susan Epear Admitted At Last ivie_ting Inlneivii
plosive. TIt
is m
so sensitive ,that
when
Mrs. i
Thcrndike grill sponsored by St. ' turned to Portland after spending a and Miss Marion Upham.
of Educational Club—An- it is drv. a fiv stamping its foot on a
Bernard's choir. Play will begin at 8. few days with Mr. and Mrs Hervey Thompson was presented with gifts '
,
p. .
) speck of it is enough to explode it.
This will be the first in a series, with Allen.
other Drive
Much injury and’ damage can be
Rockland Encampment will meet
a capital prize to be awarded at the
done ”
Mrs. Helen Chapman, who has been tomorrow night.
close.
The Woman's Educational Club
very ill with influenza at her home
,
~
met Friday afternoon and evening at
Mir. Dorothy Jones Smith
Browne Club meets Friday evening on Broadway, is convalescing, and
Miss Hazelteen Watts, teacher in ^e Copper Kettle. Mrs. Nettie
in the First Baptist parlors, with will soon be able to make plans for Rockland schools, is at the Lucette stewart was in charge of the afterFuneral services fee Mrs. Drrothy
Mi?f e.s Christol Cameron and Thelma the installation of Golden Rod Chap convalescing home. Thomaston, suf- 1 noon lesson in civics. Plans were Jones Smith were held Saturday aft
Russell as hostesses. Go prewired to ter. O E.S.. of which she is the incom fering from influenza and mastoid formed for another membership ernoon from the. home of her
ing worthy matron.
tack quilts.
abscess. Her condition is much im- • d.ive. the club being divided into r'ster Mrs. Nathaniel Little. Rev.
proved. Dr. Crie is the attending five teams, captained by Mrs. Marga- E O Kenycn, rector of the Episcop’ i
Mr and Mrs. Ray E. Eaton went physician.
Mrs. Ralph W. Brown is visiting
ret Crockett. Miss Edith Fuller. Mrs. Church at Rcckland. officiating. Tne
her son MacNeil Brown at the State yesterday to Stonington, called by the
Mabel Wyllie, Mrs. Ralph Loring and bearer?: were Chester Wallace, BertThe sewing circle of Ralph Ulmer Mrs. Edward Hewett. At the close ram Biackington. Clifford Carroll of
Game Conservation Farm in Pownal, death Sunday of Mr Eaton's father.
while cn a vacation from the Senter C. Fred Eaton after an illness of about Camp Auxiliary meets tomorrow aft of the four weeks' contest a supper Warren, and Montelle Ro;s of Union,
three years. Mr. Eaton's sister. Mrs ernoon at Legion hall. At 7.30 the will be held, with the leading team oil brc'.hers-in-law of the deceased,
Crane store.
P S. Jolly of New York will Join the auxiliary will have a private instal as honor guests.
Amcng those who attended from outMrs. Grace Rollins will be in charge family today.
lation of officers.
Afternoon speakers were Llewellyn cf-town were Mr. and Mrs. Erncsi
cf the card party at Odd Fellows hell
Newbert who told of pre-prohibition Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Ocar Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Eooth of
The Methebesec Club meets Friday days, and Representative L. A. Ernest Smith. Jr.. Wllmct Cavil, Earl
this evening, given under the aus
Portland were Sunday guests of Mrs afternoon at the Central Maine club Walker who set forth legislative Benner, all cf Waldobcro. Nathaniel
pices of Miriam Rebekah Lodge.
Freeman F. Brown.
rooms and not with Mrs S oddard as dbings
little cf Pcitland. Mr. and Mrs. Mon
Circle supper at the Congregational
shown in the program. Miss Lucy
At the evening meeting ten new tello Res. Miss Helen Perry, and Ar
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Leathers o' Rhodes will be program chairman.
ves ry tomorrow will have Mrs. Henry
members were announced — Mrs. thur C. Perry all of Union.
B. Bird as chairman, with these as Waterville, Miss Alice Townsend of
Biulah Allen. Mrs. Freeman Brown.
Mrs. Smith wa- bem Aug. 13. 1912.
Mrs. Eliza Cousins, who has been Mrs. Mary Hall, Mrs. Margaret at South Portland, youngrst daughter
sistants: Mrs. A. L Orne. Mrs W S Winthrop and Clco Couture of Ali
Rounds. Mrs Minnie Roberts, Mrs. A. gns'a were weekend guests of Mr. and very ill with bronchial pneumonia is Crcckctt, Mrs. Margaret Babcock, of Mrs Flora Jones and came to Wa_able to be up and around the house.
J Bird. Mrs. Cleveland L. Sleeper. Mrs. Donald Farrand.
Mrs. J C. Bennett, Mrs. Charles icn in 1914 with the rest of th family
Mrs. A E Keyes,, Miss Alena Young,
Green. Mrs. H. O. Gurdy. Mrs. Fran when fhe wa.n but two years old. and
Mis.
John
O
Stevens
was
hostess
to
STORER-BRADSTREET
Mrs. Leo Howard. The hour is 6.15.
ces Newhall and Mrs. Annie Whalen. making their heme here since that
the Breakfast Bridge Club at luncheon
Several were also proposed for mem time. She attended the common
yesterday.
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Hahn
was
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Jordan enter
A quiet wedding took place Satur bership. Miss Madlene Rogers pre rchoo's cf Warren and also went to
a
special
guest
and
won
second
hon

day
evening
at
the
Congregational
tained the Friday Night Club at sup
sented a thoughtful paper on "Jane the high school fcr a time. Sunday
ors, the first going to Mrs. Cleveland parsonage, when Hilma M. Brad- Addams,' and Mrs. Stewart gave a evening. Jan. 15. the Sunday before
per and cards.
Sleeper.
street and Clarence A Storer. both of reading. “Mrs. Brown Goes Shop- the tragedy, with her niece. M's?
Rcckland. were united in marriage ping.” A fashion show illustrated Christine Starrett, daughter of Mi
The Chapin Class is meeting this
John
O.
Stevens
is
in
Boston
on
by Rev. Walter S. Rounds.
evening with Miss Ada H Perry. 170
with motion pictures was presented May LfitleTshe was"confi'raed''at"h
business.
The couple were attended by Mr by Miss Jessie Lawrence.
Main street.
Episcopal Church at Rockland.
and Mrs. Alvah P. Mears of Owl's ; Rev. Howard Welch of the Warren
Th: flowers were many and beauti
Mr ■ John I. Snow returned Sunday i Miss Thelma Freeman is at the Head, and Mr and Mrs. Jesse E. [ Baptist Church was the evening ful, with many set pieces, includ’d
' from Belfast where she was a patient home of Mrs Lenora Liboey. Union Brad? treet of Rockland. After the 1 speaker, his tcpic being “Prohibition among them a spray from the mem
. in the Bradford Memorial Hospital 1 lane. Mrs. Libbey has been ill with; ceremony lunch was served at the Repeal Question."
bers of the skating party of last Wed
• « * •
grippe. Word was received by her home of the bride's father, 15 Sum■ ior a short time.
nesday evening, and flowers from the
yesterday cf the sudden death of Mrs. 1 mer street.
Friday evening Jessie M. Lawrence students of the high school.
Mrs. Storer is a graduate of Rock heme demonstration agent for Knox
' Almon Cooper Jr. is home from , Bessie Frasier of Brewer while on her
Besides her mother Mrs. Flora
.University of Maine recuperating way to visit a sick friend. Mrs. I land High School and Rockland and Lincoln Counties, told the Jones, she leaves a little girl fiv?
• Irtm grippe, with mastoid complica- ! Frasier was an aunt of the late Al- i Commercial College. She has been women of the Educational Club that months old. Esther Winifred, her hus
bert Libbey and was a frequent vistor j employed for several years as ste- the best way to keep tn touch with
* tions.
4
______
nographer at the office of the I. L. the progress of Home Economics is band Earl Smith of Waldoboro, five
to Rockland.
Snow Co., and Mr Storer is also em through Extension Work. She said rieters. Mrs. Nathaniel Little. Mr.;.
The Auxiliary of Sons of Union
Chester Wallace, Mrs Bertram BlackVeterans gives a card party this eveMrs. Grover Knight of Broadway ployed there as timekeeper.
that even though one has been pre
Mr. and Mrs. 8torer are now at pared in homemaking, new things ington, and Mrs. Clifford Carroll of
ning at Grand Army hall, with Mrs. j was hostess to the Thimble Club last
home at 7 Masonic street place are coming in home methods from Warren and Mrs. Montelle Ross of
j Mae Reed and Mrs. Mary Jordan in J evening.
They have received many beautiful time to time the same as there ts a Union, and several nieces and
charge.
The Woman's Association of the gifts, and from a host cf friends go constant change in the social, eco nephews.
Mies Virginia Leach was honor First Baptist Church meets Wednes best wishes for a long and happy nomic and industrial side of life
wedded life.
guest at a supper party given Satur day at 2.30 in the vestry.
Therefore it is up to the housewife
day by Miss Emma Harding of Lime
to keep up to the minute on the
WED.-THURS.
VP-RIVER ENGAGEMENT
Miss Josephine Pellicane has en
rock street. Guests were Margaret
easiest and more unproved ways of
Dunton. Gertrude Heal. Lilia Sher- I tered Knox Hospital for an operation
SHUT HIS MOUTH!
doing her work more efficiently and
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Reed of 30 make it less time consuming.
man, Donna deRochemont, Rose and will be able to see friends in a
Webster Avenue North announce the As extension work deals with
Flanagan, Katherine Black. Ad few days.
engagement of their daughter, Evelyn clothing, food and home manage
journment was made to Miss Leach's .
a .j Swastia Club met with Mrs. Altena A to Herbert Drinkwater of Brewer. ment, Miss Lawrence illustrated
home on Rockland
nv........ street where
—.™ _
■ ur prise party was brought about, t Thompson Friday evening at her home Miss Retd is a popular member oi clothing. She said: "It ts smart to
s^Ai,i
these boys joining in the festivities' on Broad street. Prizes were awarded Bangor's young set. she attended take one plain dross and make it
Ted Ladd. Edward Hellier Jr., Harri to Mrs. Vesta Kalloch and Mrs Mary Greenville High School, where she seem like several. This one dress
son Sanborn, Leon White Jr., Joseph Jordan, with consolation going to also has many friends. Mr. Drink- should be preferably cf a dark color,
Emery Jr., Edwin Edwards Jr., Rich Mrs. Helena Coltart. Mrs. Mary Jor water is a prominent business man in black, unless definitely unbecoming
ard French, Gordon Flint and John dan substituted for Mrs. Viva Kal Brewer, being a member of the firm Plain goods is better than patterned
of J. E. Drinkwater Foundry. He is Whether the dress is home-made
Karl. Games, music and refresh loch.
also prominent in lodge circles in his this year from expensive material,
ments were features.
A program of outstanding worth heme city. The wedding will take or valiantly serving for the severalth
Walter Frost, formerly of Rockland, was presented by the Rubinstein place in the early fail. Both Miss Reed season, it is the background against
now in the State Forest Service, will Club Friday afternoon. Miss Alice and Mr. Drinkwater are receiving which to create the effect of an ap
propriate costume for every need."
be speaker at the January meeting of Erskine as chairman had as her sub felicitations from many friends.
The above clipping from a Bangor
Most of this is done by the use ol
the Garden Club when it meets at 3 ject "Franz Josef Haydn — Mozart
newspaper,
is
of
local
interest
as
the
sets of collars, which Miss Lawrence j
this afternoon at the home of Mrs. His Friend. Beethoven His Pupil."
Her
paper
was
conceded
to
be
one
of
prospective
bridegroom
formerly
re

showed, to change the appearance!
Harriet Silsby Frost. Summer street.
the best ever given before thc club. sided in this city, and was employed of the neckline. Bibs, plain or witli ■
at thc -Camden Anchor-Rockland cowl drapes, sheer bows or heavy or
The meeting of the Junior Har The program:
mony Club Fridav evening brought Plano—Andante con Varlazlone. Haydn Machine Co.'s plant. He is a son of tailored lines, collars, white or in be
Mrs
Faith
G.
Berry
Fred
Drinkwater.
coming light or bright tints, may
cut 18 members. The lesson in musi Soprano—With Verdure Clad (rom "The
come from the good portion of dis
cianship, conducted by Mrs. Faith G
Creation" ....................................... Haydn
My Mother Bids Me Bind My Hair
carded garments and household
Berry, was a review of triads. Mrs.
SOUTH BELFAST
Haydn
Lucy Rankin, substituting for Mrs.
Grand View Grange presented the articles.
Miss Adelaide E. Cross
BtcWed w
Film strip pictures were also shown
Leola F. Noyes who has been ill, had Contralto—Evening Bells
Beethoven second time “The Girl in the Fur
Faithful Johnnie ........ Beethoven Coat" at the hall Monday night.
on “Fitting Dresses and Blouses.' ,
charge of the lesson in musical his
Lydia Storer
tory—Josef Haydn, his early life, as Plano duet—Mrs.
Eli Cobb j-ecently received a bad These pictures portrayed the diffi-,
First Movement from Fifth
orchestra conductor and his strange
Symphony
Beethoven cut on his leg while skating cn thc cuities in fitting dresses and how to
overcome them.
death. The club is meeting again Miss Margaret G. Stahl. Miss Alice Fuller ice.
—Adelaide ................... Beethoven
this Friday evening at 6.15 to get back Soprano
With a Painted Ribbon, Beethoven
Jcel and Alice Prescott have been
on the regular schedule.
Mrs. Esther Perry Howard
confined to their home with grippe.
MINTURN
Violin—Concerto ..................... Beethoven
The children of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Gavotte ln F major
Beethoven
Miss Esther Morse of Camden
Wight are recovering from chicken
A group of young people gave Miss j
Rachel Turner a surprise party
Accompanists Mrs. Nettie Averill pox.
Grand View Grange is to entertain Thursday evening, on the occasion of
Mrs. Berry and Miss Adelia Morse of
the Neighborhood Oranges Jan. 26. her 16th birthday. Games were
Camden.
The
program was somewhat including Equity, Tranquility anti played, and refreshments served
Numerous gifts were presented Miss
shortened due to prevailing illness, Mystic Oranges.
Mrs. Clarence Drinkwater has re Turner. In the company were Flora
thus having no Mozart illustrations.
Mrs. Lydia Storer, vice president, turned to her duties in the F. D. Jones Bridges, Lilian Sprague, Maxine
Our Window Sill Puppy
presided in the absence of Mrs. store alter being cohfined to her Sprague, Vincent Bridges, Lewis
NOW SHOWING
Helen Wentworth, president who has home with tonsilitis and abscess in Bridges. Avis Sprague, Henry Tinker.,
Dogs
Hartford Cook, Phyllis Stanley, Fill
been ill. The next meeting will be her throat.
“TESS OF THE
William Drinkwater has been ill more Turner, Gleason Scott. George
3, when Mrs. Alice Karl will
STORM COUNTRY"
They’re Cute! And They Feb.
Moulton, Jr., John Martin, Margaret:
present a program on "The Sea in with grippe.
with
Mrs.
Melvin
Wood
and
son
Donald
Stanley,
Elinor
Staples.
Effie
Turner
Music."
Those
scheduled
.to
take
Hold Plants!
JANET GAYNOR
Calvin Stanley, William Johnson
I part are: Vocal, Mrs. Damie Gard- are ill.
CHARLES FARRELL
Vira Sprague, Coris Sprague, Her
] ner, Mrs. Luda Mitchell, Mrs. Ruth
Great Prizes for Parlies!
Hoch,
Mrs.
Lydia
Storer,
Miss
“
I
understand
your
wife
came
from
bert
Carlson.
Marjorie
Stinson,
Mr
j
Niee for Valentines, too!
A Paramount Publix Theatre
and Mrs. Axel Carlson. Mr. and Mrs.
Chrystal Stanley; vocal duet. Mrs. a fine old1 family."
| Katherine Veazle and Mrs. Kath
“ ‘Came’ is hardly the word—she George Turner, Sheldon Carlson i
Etta Sprague.
leen Marston; piano duo, Miss Stahl brought it with her."—Laughs.
and Miss Jldna Gregory; piano solos,
Miss Alcada Hall, Miss Mabel Hol
'Hello, Jones! Got a new car?"
Oh. well, we can get careless with
FLOWER SHOP
brook, Mrs. Grace Bemis and Mrs. those Christmas cigars and burn holes
“Yes. I went Into a garage to use :
371 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND Maud Wolcott of Camden; readings, in our Christmas ties. Atlanta the phone, and I didn't like to come .
Shows at 2.00, 6.30, 8.30
10-11
Miss Hazel Marshall.
Journal.
away without buying something.”

OCl ETY.

IlLUSION: The magician smashes a watch right before your eyes
...loads the pieces into a pistol...(ires at a silk hat...and the watch
suddenly appears...rn/drf...on the side of tlie hat!

See Barney the Frog!
Felix the Cat!

“SILSBY’S”

Source:

"latter Mattie" hy Prof. Hoffmann,
E. P. Hutton Ji Co.

IT’S FUN TO BE FOOLED ...

"How these suds save work!"
... she tells mother

EXPLANATION: Another watch was
smashed.. Tlie first watch was attached
to tlie back of llie hat when you weren’t
looking, Tlie hat was on a turntable
which was arranged lo make a semirevolution when tlie shot was fired.

IT’S MORE FUN TO KNOW!
magic trick from

And there is an irritating

It is a fact, well known by

cigarette advertising called
“Cigarettes and Your Throat.”

dust, naturally present to
some degree in all tobaccos.

Camels are made from finer,

EXPLANATION: A cigUTCttC has

Camel removes this peppery

more expensive tobaccos than

to use choice, ripe tobaccos

dust by a special

to be easy on your throat.

cleaning

Here’s a

Cheap, raw

vacuum

any other

process.

*

tobaccos are

leaf tobacco experts, that

*

Choice tobaccos

tell the best
story of throat ease!

*

harsh and irritating. No

And even more important is

“trcatment”can do more than

Camel’s matchless blending
and its more costly tobacco.

mask their rasping effect.

popular brand.

KEPT FRESH IN THE

NO TRICKS IN

Wl 1.1)1 I) IIUMIIXJK PACK

.. JUST COSTLIER

TOBACCOS
IN

A

MATCHLESS

Copyright, 1933, K. J Reynolds Tobacco Company

BLEND

APPLETON RIDGE

Traveling Around America

tret with
afternoon.
There were 11 members present, also
the leader Mrs. Angie Fish and the [
assistant leader Mrs. Hazle Perry.
At the church meeting Saturday j
afterncon these officers were elected: I
Albert Fuller, clerk; Miss Maude S. |
Fuller, assistant clerk: Mrs. Evelyn |
Pitman, treasurer; Mrs. Elizabeth
Newbert and Mrs Alice Watson, or- '
Its.
The Thursday evening
meeting will be held again this week
at the home of Mrs. Blanche David- |
son, last Thursday being so. stormy
there were only four present. It is
hoped there will be a large attend
ance.
The 4-H Club for girls
Ruth Demuth. Saturday

CUSHING
Funeral services for Orrin H. '
Woodcock will be held at the late
residence this Tuesday afternoon at
2 o'clock.

13-Year Old Girl
Shows Improvement
Cincinnati. O.—Mrs. W. B Logan,;
Cincinnati, Ohio, recently said: "My
little 13-year-old granddaughter was |
nothing but skin and bones. She
would go to thc table and never eat a
j mouthful. Wc simply could not make
j her cat. I started giving her a tea
spoonful of Sargon three times a day
before meals. Now she's simply eat
ing her head off and doesn't look like
th same child." Corner Drug Store,
Rockland, Me.

WED.-THURS.

rtiuto by Grace Line

LAKE TITICACA
RADLED in the mountains of Peru reputed to have been paved in goL’
and silver and with magnificent
and Bolivia is Lake Titicaca,
highest navigable lake in the world. palaces and temples reared to the
Sun and Moon—the ruins of which
This beautiful lake extends more
may still be seen.
than one hundred and thirty miles
It was from this Island of the Sun,
hi tween Peru and* Bolivia. The
legend tells us, that Manco Ccapac
voyage between Puno, the Peruvian
and
his sister-wife. Mama Oella. set
port, and Guaqui, the Bolivian port,
out to find a suitable site for the
is one of the most popular inland
trips taken by travelers visiting the capital of the Children of the Sun.
West Coast of South America on the The legend runs that before Manco
regular fortnightly cruMKJS leaving Ccapac started on hia search, the
Sun God gave him a staff and told
New York and California.
him to stick it into the earth at
The blue waters of Lake Titicaca
various places, and upon the spot
nre flecked with tiny inlets: balsas,
where
it disappeared into the ground
the bulrush boats of the Indians ply
to set up his capital. And that, we
busily between ports; and flamingoes
are told, is how the capital of the
add a touch of color. Some of the
fabulously rich Inca Empire hap
islands hear Inca ruins—among them
pened to be reared by the Children of
the Island of the Run which was onc«
the site of a wealthy city with streets the Sun in the fertile Cuzco valley.

C

Complete
Double Day Bed
WITH MATTRESS

Jw

CONAN DOYLE’S]
Master Detective

IHERLOCK
HOLMES
Played by

CLIVE
BROOK
MIRIAM JORDAN

ERNEST TORRENCE
AZilliam K. Howard production
FOX PICTURE

TODAY
VICTOR McLAGLEN
m
“RACKERTY RAX"
Home of Paramount Pictures

PAR.

A COUCII IN TIIE DAY TIME AND A FULL SIZED BED AT
NIGHT
It is comfortable for it is well made and fitted with a nice spring
and soft mattress. Covering of cretonne. Ends finished walnut.
This is regular $22.00 quality.

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
361 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND

1 /•
Every-Other-Day
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illil/lllG Vacation

The (Dost
t

V
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n program of sports and social
activity overshadowing anything

»

»

ever before attempted •
• • economies and privileges v
never dreamed ot before

You'll Play Golf with these Famous Pros of The
Miami Biltmore Staff
Sarawn . . . Hagen . . . holders of all the world's important golf titles
. . . Mike Brady-. . . Louis Costello . . . known wherever golf is played
or talked .... Ned Everhart to whom many a good golfer owes his
smoothness and timing . . . these arc the Miami Biltmore pros. A bunch
of good fellows to know ... a treat to watch ... a privilege to play
with. Thc greatest program of golf events in the history of any single
season . . . starting with the $10,000 Miami Biltmore Open—richest of

by ang other resort hotel
A system of free
guest transportation that
will save you almost the
amount of your hotel bill

all golf purses ... a tournament every week, including many important
contests . . . interesting impromptu matches . . . and a number of un
usual features that are holding the interest of golfers throughout the
country. The course is a honey! Only a step from the hotel terrace . . .
forming its tropic front yard. A challenge to your golf skill, too, we’ll
guarantee. You’ll come here this winter, if you want to be where there’s

always something doing in the royal and ancient game.
Fashionable Americans are finding thorough satisfaction of

•

J

their social problems . . . and their own entertainment desires
... by planning their winter season at the Miami Biltmore.
This is an exciting place to live! And an ingratiating scene
for fashionable gatherings. In the splendor of the hotel and its
tropic estate . . . with extraordinary facilities for entertaining
. . . hostesses find their obligations simplified . . . their social
calendars filled with gala days and nights . .
from dinner
dances in the smartest supper-club atmosphere in the South to
houseboat cruises amid thc Florida keys. Electric shuffle-and-

Center
o /
Equestrian
Pleasures

deal tables add lo the enjoyment of bridge at the Miami Bilt
more. And here, you know, are to be played thc finals of the
country’s foremost bridge tournament . . . following prelimi
naries in eleven other cities . . under supervision of Shepard
Barclay himself. Backgammon is also a featured diversion ...
with thc Club Invitation Backgammon Tourney one of the cli

Breeches and boots vie with
bathing suits and evening
dress for first place in vaca

tion toggery at the Miami Bilt
more .
and if you like to
talk horses, you'll find an en
thusiastic “session” going 'on
in many groups here
■ for

maxes of the season.

Fishing? .... And How!
If you’ve known that thrill of hearing your reel sing
and feeling it run hot, as a sailfish rushes your hook

the Miami Biltmore is the unchallenged center of wintertime equestrian
activities. Thirty-five miles of tropic bridle trails . . recently reblazed
. . . and a special field for jumpers . . . with all the trimmings
are
part of the hotel estate. In the Miami Biltmore stables you'll find just
the equine gait and temperament to suit you . .
or you may bring

with a leaping dash and romps off with it for far parts
unknown ... or of watching a blue-green dolphin of

twenty pounds or more take to the air in a vigorous
threat to carry your tackle with him ... you don’t have
to be “sold” on Florida fishing. If you haven’t thrilled

to these adventures, you’ve missed the greatest kick
outdoor life can offer you. They’re part of the fun
that’s coming to you with your Miami Biltmore vaca
tion. Club facilities for guests ... in the heart of the
Florida keys . . . with complete equipment . . . quick
transportation to the fishing grounds . .. expert guides
who’ll arrange a match for you with any fish you think

Imagine starting your vacation fun as soon as you've boarded the
train . . the Florida Year Round Clubs Special
. with the Miami
Biltmore Recreation Car . . . enjoying dances to a Paul Whiteman
orchestra . . movies . . gym . . electric shuffle-and-deal bridge
tables . . as you speed South to sunshine and the Miami Biltmore

. .

Center of the Wintertime World!

:

:

:

:

:

you're up to catching . . . inland fishing with bait

casting or fly-rods . .. deep-sea exercise with the
sters of the reef... just name your dish!
© CASV

mon

your own mount, which will be boarded without extra cost . and cared
for by the hotel’s grooms. A highlight of social and sports interest is
the Miami Biltmore National Horse Show in February
. tne brilliant
climax of a great program of equestrian diversions
. moonlight treas
ure hunts on horseback ... cross-country cavalcades . . horseback break
fasts . . . jumping contests . . . and a wealth of other activities, planned
or impromptu, that provide a constant round of pleasure for the horse
man. If it’s polo you like ... or the races . . you need only to step
across thc Miami Biltmore lobby to a waiting aerocar ... to be whisked
in brief moments to the scene of action. The race meet, by the way,
begins at Hialeah Park on January 19 . . . and then there will be thor
oughbreds to follow until almost thc ides of March.
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Here are NEW luxuries in recreation
. extra values . .
that do not
plunder your pocketbook of a nickel
. . values, we believe, that have never
before been offered by any hotel in
the world. The Miami Biltmore has
boldly stepped across thc threshold of
the future . . . meeting the larger de
mands for guest entertainment with a
dramatic concentration of major vaca
tion interests . . . new guest conven
iences .
additional refinements in
service . . surprising economics.

No Taxi Bills
You'll remember what it cost you last
winter in Miami to go to the races,
thc Beach, shopping districts, jai alai
games, fishing grounds. Transporta
tion costs usually are almost as much
as your hotel bill. But these expenses
have been eliminated this season for
Miami Biltmore guests. An unusual
transportation system . . by aerocar
nnd autogyro . . conceived and de
veloped by Henry L. Doherty, presi-

T O
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dent of the Florida Year Round Clubs
. . . transports Miami Biltmore guests
without charge to all interesting
points in the Miami area . . . bring
ing the Miami Biltmore closer to uli
activities than any other hotel.

S/iorts Center of the Wintertime World
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AMERICAN PLAN RATES
Stogie Room with bath
.............................. .......$12.00 to $20.00
Double Room with bath
....................................... $10.00 to $30.00
Sitting Room, Double Bedroom, bath ..................... $33.00 and up
EUROPEAN PLAN RATES
Single Room with bath_____ ___________________ $ 5.00 to $10.00
Double Room with hath
.................... .......... ..........$10.00 to $10.00
Sitting Room, Double Bedroom, bath ___________ $23.00 and up

Only the Miami Biltmore, under its
new regime . . . with its extensive re
sources and unique policy . . . could
have provided the spectacular events,
play facilities and organization that
have established this magnificent hotel
estate as the sports center of the
wintertime world. Here’s your sport
at its best!

There's Always Something
Doing in Tennis
If it’s tennis you enjoy, as a specta
tor or participant, thc Miami Biltmore
offers you a winter of contented fun.
The hotel's fast clay courts are thc

any

ot

h

c

daily scene of lucquel excitement . . .
and there arc courts enough to assure
you of having one when you want it.
J. B. Maguire, formerly tennis in
structor at Vassar, is the Miami Bilt
more pro . . and is always ready to
give you pointers for improving your
game. Frequent tournaments bring
out many brilliant players you’ll want
to watch . . . perhaps engage in con
test for the trophies offered.

Aquatics

Addru. Martel A. Got thi, Managing Director, or Your Own Travel Agrnl.

Coral Gables . . fftiaml

Florida

Every week an aquatic sports carnival'
fn these beautiful pools at thc Miami
Biltmore . .. the largest in the South
. . . you’ll see many of thc greatest
Olympic stars .. . enjoy loafing on the
sun-drenched terraces . . miniature
sand beach ... in the sunbaths, with
every accessory catering to health and
comfort. Ocean bathing? The auto
gyro or aerocar will whirl you in a
few minutes to Miami Beach . . .
where special facilities are provided
for Miami Biltmore guests.

RE

R. HOTEL
Children

Yes—children too have their planned
program of pleasures at the Miami
Biltmore . . always a new interest,
new stunt, new game . . . attractively
presented by an experienced, sympa
thetic Junior Hostess . either in
thc huge playroom ... or in the sunny
outdoor playground.

The Hotel
Lavishly beautiful . . . located in the
exclusive residential area of Coral
Gables
providing many more com
forts, conveniences and details of
service than a private home . . . y«t
with the restful seclusion and indi
viduality of a man’s own castle . ,
the Miami Biltmore offers you sump
tuous refinements in the art of living
. . . plus the greatest program of va
cation activities ever conceived . . .
with such extraordinary economies as
to double the value and halve the expeuee of your vacation here ... in
thc Center of the Wintertime World!
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